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Local class field theory deals with the description of 
the abelian extensions of a complete discrete valuation 
field with finite residue field. Since class field theory 
has wide connections with other branches of Mathematics, 
there are various approaches to studying it. In this thesis, 
we give a survey on local class field theory from an group 
cohomological point of view. Firstly we discuss the basic 
facts of valuation theory, ramification groups and the 
cohomology of finite groups. Then we come to investigate 
the action of the norm map on the residue field of a totally 
ramified extension of prime degree. This permits us to 
prove the surjectivity of the norm map for finite separable 
extensions ofthe maximal unramified extension of a local 
field, which in turn let us to determine the Brauer group 
of the maximal unramified extension of a local field. We 
then compute the Brauer group of a local field and 
introduce the notion of a canonical class. By applying 
Tate's theorem, the reciprocity law is derived. Then we “ 
treat the norm residue map and its various functorial 
properties, and establish an one-to-one correspondence 
between the lattice of finite abelian extensions of a local 
field K and the lattice of norm groups of the multiplicative 
group of K. In order to characterize the norm group, the 
Hilbert Symbol and the Artin-Schreier Symbol are studied. 
Finally we establish an one-to-one correspondence between 
the lattice of abelian (not necessarily finite) extensions of a 
local field K and the lattice of closed subgroups of the 
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Loca l class f ie ld theo ry deals w i t h the descr ip t ion of abel ian extensions of t h e com-
plete discrete va lua t ion f ields w i t h finite residue fields. Since class f ie ld t h e o r y has 
w ide connect ions w i t h o ther branches of mathemat ics , there are var ious approaches 
t o s tudy ing i t . Some people prefer abst ract exposi t ions such as the t h e o r y of f o r m a l 
groups, s imple algebra, algebraic K - t h e o r y or homological algebra; and some prefer 
more expl ic i t const ruc t ion. I n th is thesis, we give a survey on local class field t h e o r y 
f r o m an group cohomologica l po in t of v iew. Moreover, i n order to make t he presen-
t a t i o n self-contained, we give a summary on va lua t ion theory and the cohomology of 
f in i te groups. 
The classical local Kronecker -Weber theorem gives an expl ic i t desc r ip t ion of t he 
abel ia i i extensions of Qp. I t states t h a t every f in i te abel ian extension of Qp is con ta ined 
i n a field Q p ( 0 , where C is some roo t of un i ty . Consequently, the m a x i m a l abe l ian 
extension of Qp is obta ined by ad jo in ing a l l roots of un i t y to Qp. Loca l class f ie ld t heo ry 
sets out to give an equal ly exp l ic i t descr ip t ion of the abelian extensions of a loca l field 
K. I f L|K is an abel ian extension, there is an isomorphism between the Galo is g roup 
G{L/K) and the quot ient group K^/NL/xL^ where NL/i<L^ is the g roup of no rms of 
non-zero elements of L. A n a l ternat ive way of describing this is to say t h a t there is an 
isomorphism between the Galois group G { K ^ ^ / K ) of the max ima l abe l ian extens ion 
Kab of K {G{K^^/K) is equipped w i t h the canonical topology) and the comp le t i on K 
\ of K^ w i t h respect to an appropr ia te topology. W h e n K = Qp, th is i somorph ism can 
： be described as follows. B y Kronecker-Weber theorem, Q f is the c o m p o s i t u m of the 




u n i t y of order p r ime to p w h i l e Q ^ ^ conta ins a l l roots of u n i t y whose order is a power 
of p. The extension Q ^ / Q p is unrami f ied . I t s Galois group G ( Q ^ / Q p ) is genera ted 
topo log ica l ly by the Frobenius a u t o m o r p h i s m and hence isomorphic t o t he c o m p l e t i o n 
Z of Z. O n the other hand , the Galois g roup of Q p ( f ) , where ^ is a p^-th r o o t o f 
un i t y , consists of the《 i~~^ ^ where u e Z is p r i m e to p and u is considered m o d p ， 
Therefore G { % ^ ^ / Q p ) is canonica l ly i somorph ic t o the group Up of p -ad ic un i t s . N o w 
consider Q ^ . I t is the p r o d u c t of the cycl ic g roup / generated by p and the g roup Up. 
W e have already seen t h a t U^ is i somorph ic to G ( Q ; _ / Q p ) . V^ is t h e n m a p p e d i n t o 
<^(Qp^/Qp) by mak ing p corresponds t o the Frobenius au tomorph ism. 
. . ‘ • . j 
A l t h o u g h i n some ways conceptua l ly s impler t h a n the global class f ie ld theory , loca l 
class field theory was developed later . A t f i rs t , i n fact , i t was developed v i a the g loba l 
theory and i t was only la ter t h a t i t was made autonomous. T h e in teres t ing p o i n t is 
t h a t the argument now runs i n the opposi te d i rect ion. For the app l i ca t ion of loca l class 
f ie ld theory t o g lobal class f ie ld theory, there is a good account by Ta te i n [6。 
I n chapter 2, we discuss i n the s tandard manner some basic def in i t ions and p rop-
erties of va lua t ion theory. I n pa r t i cu la r , we in t roduce complete f ield, i ts m a x i m a l 
unrami f ied extension and loca l field i n sect ion 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 
Chapter 3 t reats the rami f i ca t ion groups and the Hasse-Herbrand func t ion . W e do 
no t go deep in to these mat ters . T h e readers can ob ta in more detai ls f r o m tex tbooks i n 
algebraic number theory. Th i s chapter serves as a pre l iminary to chapter 4. 
I n section 4.2, we discuss the act ion of the no rm map on the residue field of a t o t a l l y 
rami f ied extension L|K of p r ime degree. The ma in result is p ropos i t ion 4.2.6 w h i c h 
shows the various possibi l i t ies. I n sect ion 4.3, we use the technique of extension of the 
base f ield to “pu l l back" the act ion of the n o r m map on the residue field of the t o t a l l y 
rami f ied extension L!K to the i r m a x i m a l unrami f ied extensions Lnr/Knr- T h e n we get 
the sur jec t iv i ty of the no rm map N : L 。 — K^^ in corol lary 4.3.3. I n section 4.4, we 
use lemma 4.4.2 to generalize coro l lary 4.3.3 to obta in proposi t ion 4.4.3，which proves 
the sur jec t iv i ty of the no rm map for separable extensions of the m a x i m a l un rami f i ed 
extension of a complete discrete va lua t ion f ield w i t h perfect residue field. P ropos i t i on 
I 4.4.3 is impo r t an t in the de termina t ion of the Brauer group of the m a x i m a l un rami f i ed 
• 
extension of a complete discrete va lua t ion f ield w i t h perfect residue f ield, whose detai ls 
2 
f 
can be found i n chapter 6. 
I n chapter 5, we give a systemat ic revis ion of the cohomology theory of f i n i te groups. 
I n section 5.4, we compute some cohomology groups of low dimensions and s t u d y those 
mappings re la t ing to them. Section 5.5 t reats the general results of g roup cohomology, 
namely special condi t ions under wh i ch the cohomology groups vanish, cohomology of 
'' Sylow subgroups of a finite group, d imens ion sh i f t ing, the in f la t ion- res t r i c t ion sequence, 
cohomologica l ly t r i v ia l i t y , cohomological equivalence, Tate 's theorem, cohomology of 
cycl ic group and Herbrand quot ient etc. 
. I . , 
Chapter 6 introduces the Brauer group of a field. Coro l la ry 6.0.37 is used t o deter-
m ine the Brauer group of a local f ield, wh i ch is the content of section 7.1. 
N 
I n section 7.2, we discuss the canonical class and the relat ions between canonica l 
classes f r o m dif ferent extensions. We then consider the rec iproc i ty law, the n o r m residue 
m a p and the i r various func tor ia l proper t ies i n sectipn 7.3. Propos i t ion 7.3.12 establishes 
a one-to-one correspondence between the la t t ice of f in i te abel ian extensions of a loca l 
f ie ld K and the la t t ice of n o r m groups i n K^. 
We discuss the H i lbe r t Symbol and the Ar t in-Schre ier Symbol i n chapter 8. T h e 
m a i n purpose of th is chapter is to prove coro l lary 8.2.3 and 8.4.4, wh ich w i l l be used 
to show the d iv is ib i l i t y of the group of universal norms for a local f ield i n chapter 9. 
We give the character izat ion of a no rm group and some of i ts consequences i n 
chapter 9. I n addi t ion, we generalize corol lary 9.0.14 to ob ta in theorem 9.0.17, wh i ch 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the la t t ice of abelian (not necessarily 
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2.1 Preliminaries 
Definition 2 .1 .1 Let K be a field. A function v on K is called a valuation ofK if it 
satisfies the following conditions : 
1. v[x) is a real number for x + 0 and 7;(O) 二 +oo. 
2. For any x,y G K, m in { t ; ( x ) , ^ ; ( y ) } < v [ x ^ y ) . 
3. v{xy) — v{x) + v{y). 
Example 2 .1 .2 Let p be a prime number. Each non-zero rational number x can be 
uniquely written in the form x 二 p^y, where e is an integer and y is a rational number 
whose numerator and denominator are not divisible by p. Define Vp on Q by Vp{0): 
+00，Vp{x) 二 e if X 7^  0，X 二 j f y as above. Then Vp is a valuation on Q . 
Example 2 .1 .3 Let F be a field and let F{t) denote the field of all rational functions 
in an indeterminate t with coefficients in F, Then each x 7^  0 in F{t) can be uniquely 
written in the form x = t^y, where e is an integer and y is a quotient of polynomials 
in F [ t ] , not divisible by t. Define v on F{t) by ” ( 0 ) = +00, v(x) = e zfx + 0, x 二 ify 
as above. Then v is a valuation on F{t). 
！ _ 
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Le t 
0 - {x e K]v{x) > 0 } 
V = {x G K\v{x) > 0 } 
U 二 { x e i ^ N W = ^ 。 } 
Clear ly 0 is a subr ing of K and V is a m a x i m a l ideal of 0. 0, V, U are ca l led 
the va lua t ion r ing , the m a x i m a l ideal and the u n i t group of v respect ively. T h e f ie ld 
~K 二 0/V is cal led the residue f ie ld of v. 
. I 
• . - . • ‘ I • 
Let V and |JL be two va luat ions on a field K\ I f there exists a pos i t i ve rea l n u m b e r . 
a such t h a t ^ ( x ) 二 av[x) for al l x G K, t hen we say t h a t v and “ are equ iva lent 
valuat ions of K and denote th is by v 〜fjL. Clear ly 〜 i s an equivalence r e l a t i o n 。 I t 
is easy to see t h a t equivalent va luat ions have the same va lua t ion r ing , m a x i m a l ideal , 
u n i t group and residue field. 
f 
Let V be a va lua t ion of a f ie ld K. For each oo G K and r G M, let B(x,r) 二 
{y e K\ v{y - x) > r } . Tak ing B{x,r) for a l l r 6 M as a base of ne ighbourhoods 
o f x i n K , we get a Hausdor f f topo logy on K , wh ich is cal led the va lua t i on t opo logy 
of K. I t is easy to check t h a t K is t hen a topological f ield i n th is topo logy. Clear ly , 
a sequence { x ^ } C K converges to x G K i n the va luat ion topo logy i f and o n l y i f 
l i n i n^oo^ ( ^n - x) 二 +oo . I n th is case, 1101^ «^.7；(2： )^ = v{x). I n fact , i f x • 0’ t hen 
v{Xn) = v{x) for n suf f ic ient ly large. 
Let L be a field extension of K. VL, vx be valuations on L and K respect ively. 
Le t ^ L , Ox； ^ L , Px；工,~K be the va lua t ion r ing, the max ima l ideal, the residue f ie ld 
of L and K respectively, v^ is cal led an extension of VK i f ^ L k = ”K. T h e n we 
have 0 ^ 二 C>L f ] K and Vj< == 7 \门 0 尺 . H e n c e K = C>K|VK 二 O i ^ / ( P L A O _ ^ ) 二 
{0^ + VL)/VL Q Oi/Vi 二 工.Thus H is canonical ly embedded i n L. We let f 二 
f { v L / v K ) 二 P ： K ] . Moreover, VLlx = ” K implies V K { K ^ ) ^ V L { L ^ ) and we let 
e 二 ekvJvK) = [vL{L^) : vxiK^))- e and f are called the rami f i ca t ion index and the 
residue degree of v ^ / v K respectively. 
A va luat ion ” of a f ield K is cal led discrete i f v{K^) 二 0 Z for some real number 
p > 0. W h e n /3 = 1, v is called a normal ized valuat ion of K. I n th is case, there exists 




K. Clearly, for a normal ized va lua t ion v of K, we have V = (7r) and so 0 is a discrete 
va luat ion r ing. (A r ing is a discrete va lua t ion r ing i f i t is a p r inc ipa l ideal d o m a i n t h a t 
has a unique non-zero p r ime ideal). Since v{x) > n i f and on ly i f v{x) > n - 1 for 
a normal ized va luat ion v on K, al l the ideals V^, n > 0, are at the same t i m e open 
and closed in K. So K is t o ta l l y disconnected and V^, n > 0, f o rm a base of open 
neighborhoods of 0. 
Nex t we consider the mu l t i p l i ca t i ve g roup K^ of K. Define W 二 U, U^ 二 1 + 7^几 for 
n > 1. Th is gives a decreasing sequence of subgroups oiU. I f v is normal ized, t h e n h r \ 
n > 0, are open and closed subgroups of K^ and they fo rm a base of open ne ighborhoods 
. - - . 
of 1 in the topological group K \ Hence K ^ is again to ta l l y disconnected. 
、 
Proposition 2 .1 .4 Let K be afield equipped with a discrete valuation. Then 
1. U / U ' - K ^ . 
2. For i > 1，U ' / W + ^ - K. ‘ 
Proof. For (1), define U — 1<^ by mapp ing x to x. Th is is an ep imorph ism w i t h 
kernel U 、 F o r (2), define U ' — K by 1 + u7^' " u. The induced map W | W ^ ^ — 1< is 
a homomorphism since (1 + U i7 i ' ) { l + U27z') == 1 + (u ! + U2)7r' + 11仇71气 C lear ly th is 
map is bi ject ive. • 
2.2 Complete Fields 
Definition 2.2.1 Let K be a field equipped with the topology induced by a valuation v. 
If every Cauchy sequence in the valuation topology converges in K, then the valuation 
V is said to be complete. 
Definition 2.2.2 Let v be a valuation of a field K. K is a complete field with respect 
to V if V is a complete, normalized valuation ofK. 
Let F be a f ield equipped w i t h a valuat ion. A set R is said to be a set of representatives 
for F i f R C 0, 0 G R and R is mapped bi ject ively onto F under the canonical map 
0 — 0|V = F . The inverse map is denoted by rep ： F — R. 
6 
/ 
For the fo l low ing p ropos i t i on , ( l K ) +⑷ denotes the set of a l l ( a J i > ^ , where n 〉 - o o , a, G 
V / -oo — 
K. 
Proposition 2 .2 .3 Let K be a complete field with respect to a valuation v. Then the 
map Rep :(瓦)+~ — K defined by {ai).^ H ；^二二 rep (a,) n' is a hiject%on. Moreover, 
\ / - o o 
if (a,) iez + i^)^ez, then v {Rep (a,)) = m in {2 | a! + 0 } . 
Proof. T h e map Rep is we l l defined, because for almost al l i < 0, we have rep (a,) = 0 
and J^ rep (a^) 7i' converges i n K since K is complete. I f (a^).^^ + ⑷越 and n = 
min{?, e Z I a, + 6 J , then ” (rep(an)7r" — rep(6^J7r") = n, v (rep(a,)7r^ — rep(6i)7rO > 
n for i > n. Hence v (Rep(a i ) - Rep{hi)) 二 n. So Rep(a i ) + Rep{bi) and Rep is 
inject ive. I n par t i cu la r , ” ( R e p ( a i ) ) == m in {z | a^ ^ 0 } . Le t a 二 yr^e G K , w i t h 
n e Z , e e U. Le t 〜 b e the image of £ i n K. Then a „ + 0 and a： = a - rep(an)7r^ 二 
( e - r e p ( a n ) ) 7 T ^ G p。+i . Con t i nu ing in th is way for a：, we o b t a i n the expansion 
OL 二 5^ rep(a i )7 r t Therefore, Rep is sur ject ive. • 
Corollary 2 .2 .4 Let K be a complete field. Let R be a set of representatives for K。 
Then any element a € K can be uniquely written as a = 1^亡=bi7T% hi G R and hi = 0 
for almost all i < 0. 
Let V be any va luat ion of K. Then there exists an extension f ie ld K' of K and 
an extension v' of v on K' such t ha t v' is complete and K is dense i n K' under the 
topology induced by v'. Such a f ie ld K' is called the complet ion of K w i t h respect to 
the va luat ion v. I t is unique up to i^ - isomorphism. Each x' G K' is the l i m i t o f a 
sequence { x „ } i n K under the topo logy induced by v'. Then v'{x') = v'{Xn) = v{xr,) 
for n suff ic ient ly large. I ts fol lows tha t v' {K'^) = v{K^) and ~K' = 1<. So t h a t 
e[v'|v) = f{v'|v) — 1. Hence i f v is normalized, then so is v' and K' is a complete field 
w i t h respect to v'. 
Example 2.2 .5 Let (Q, v^) be as in example 2.1.2. Its completion is denoted by Qp 
and its corresponding valuation is again denoted by Vp for brevity. The complete field 
(Qp. Tjp) is called the p-adic numberfield. Its valuation ring is Zp and the maximal ideal 
is pXp so that the residue field is Zp/pZp = Fp. 
7 
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Example 2 .2 .6 Let F be a field, t an indeterminate, and F{{t)) be the set of all 
power series of the form E - o o < < n a n ^ , ^ i n ^ F, where - o o « n indicates that there 
are only a finite number of terms a^t^ with n < 0 , 〜 + 0, Then F { { t ) ) is a field in 
the usual addition and multiplication of power series. Let ^;(0) = + o o and v [ x ) 二 i if 
X + 0,x 二 E ^ = i o^nt^ with di + 0. Then {F{{t)),v) is a complete field. The valuation 
ring is F [ [ t ] ] , the maximal ideal is t F [ [ t ] ] , and the residue field is F [ [ t ] ] / t F [ [ t ] ] ~ F. 
F{{t)) contains the subfield F{t), and the restriction ！；！厂⑴ is the normalized valuation of 
F\t) in example 2.1.3. Moreover, by corollary 2.2.4, F{t) is dense i n F { { t ) ) . Therefore 
{F{{t)),v) is the completion o/(F(t),t*|i^(t)). : 
. .I , 
- • • • - - . •• - • • • - - “ • • 
. 、 . ‘ ‘ . . . - . • . 
For a complete field K , the fo l lowing propos i t ion gives some knowledge abou t a 、 
po lynomia l i n O x l X ] i f one knows someth ing about the corresponding p o l y n o m i a l i n 
K\X\. 
Proposition 2 .2 .7 (Hensel) LetK be a complete field and f { X ) a monic polynomial 
with coefficients in Ox- Suppose f { X ) € K [ X ] has a simple root f3 in K. Then f { X ) 
has a simple root a G 0^ such that a 二 卢. 
Proof. See [1]. • 
Definition 2.2 .8 A complete field {L,VL) is called an extension of a complete field 
{K, vx) ifK C L and ^;[|;^ 〜”K. 
Suppose a complete f ield ( L , ^ ^ ) is an extension of a complete f ie ld ( X , v x ) - Le t 
yL = VL\K 〜 V K . Also let e 二 6 ( ^ / " ) 二 e ( L / K ) , / 二 /(处/^^) = f { L / K ) , B y 
defini t ion, ^ 二 avx for some a > 0. T h e n fi{K^) = avxiK^) 二 a Z so t h a t e = 
{vL(L^) : |i{K^)) = (Z : aZ) = a. Therefore VL U = evK. 
Theorem 2.2.9 Let (K, vx) be a complete field, and L a finite extension of K. Then 
there exists a unique normalized and complete valuation vi on L such that ^L^ 〜”K, 
namely Vi{x) 二 jvK {NL/K{^)) for x G L. Thus {L,VL) is a complete extension of 
{K,VK). Moreover, [L : K] = ef, where e 二 e{L/K)J = f { L / K ) . 
Proof. See [18, page 15]. • 
8 
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Let i J i , . . . , u j f be a basis of L/K. Choose & G C>L wh ich belongs t o t he residue 
class LOi- Le t Tr^ be a p r ime element of L. Le t r j i j = C i 《 , 1 ^ ^ ^ / , • ^ J < 已 
Lemma 2.2.10 1. Lety = Yl(^^yi^i,yreK. 27ien^O/) = min{euK(yO,lS ^ < / } 
and ^i,..., (f are linearly independent over K. 
丨 2. Let X = YU,j 工咖,^ij e K, 1 < i < f , 0 < j < e. Then vi^x) = min{e^K(^) + 
j , l < i < / , 0 < j < e} and the r^j, 1 < i < /，0 < j < e, are linearly 
independent overK. Hence { r ] i j } is a basis ofL overK. 
‘ I 
Proof. 
• - . 
. , 
.、 
1. Renumber ing i f necessary, let VK{vi) = .. • 二 VK[yr) < VRiVi) for r < i < / . P u t 
z、=念’ 1 < i < f . Then zi 二 l,z, G Ox for all i, and ^ = ZLi z& ^ ^L-
I f ^ G V i , then LUi is a l inear combinat ion of ^2,.. -,^/ w i t h coeff icients in K, 
th is leads to a contradic t ion. Therefore ^ G Z4. So VL{y) = VL{y i ) = e v K { v i } = 
m i n { e v K { y r ) A < ^ < / } • Assume tha t S / = i y A = 0, y i G K . ;[t fol lows f r om 
t;^(0) 二 + o o tha t VK{Vi) = +cx) for a l l i. So yi 二 0 for al l i and ^ i ,。， . ,0 are 
l inear ly independent over K. 
2. Let y] 二 ^1=1工必,0 < J < e so tha t 2： - E ^ l J vA- B y (1), i f Vj + 0, then 
VL{yj) is a mu l t ip le of e. Hence VL(26.7^i)三 j m o d e. So vJ^yo), UL(2/i7TL),.. . , 
VL{ye-i^r^) are d is t inct and 处⑷=min{^;i,(y^-7ri), 0 < j < e} 二 m i n { e ^ x ( x y ) + 
j , 0 < j < e, 1 < i < / } . The l inear independence of r j i j , 1 < i < f , 0 < j < e, 
can be proved as i n (1). • 
Now let { a i , . . •, an} denote the basis {%• ： 1 < i < / , 0 < j < e} of L over K. Let 
X = YJl^ i ^tQ^z, ^ i ^ K . Then f rom lemma 2.2.10 (2), we have VL(x) > 0 i f and on ly i f 
VK{x^) > 0 for i = 1 , . . . , n. Hence Ch 二 C^i^ai ① • • • ® O x ^ n -
Proposition 2 .2 .11 Let {K, vx) and {L,vi) be the same as in theorem 2.2.9. Then 
the trace map Ti/K : L — K and the norm map N i / x • L — K are continuous m the 
valuation topologies ofK and L. In addition, T i / K i O i ) C Ox, A^L/x(C^L) ^ Ox-
Proof. Let x € L and xa^ 二 jy^=i x^^aj, x,j € K for the basis {a：,. .。, Q:„}. Since 
mul t ip l ica t ion is continuous under the topology induced by v^, Xi j depends cont inuously 
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on X by (2) of l emma 2.2.10. A s T i / K [ x ) and N i / K i x ) are the t race and the d e t e r m i n a n t 
of the n X n m a t r i x { x i j ) respect ively, the f i rs t ha l f is proved. I f x G C>L, t h e n X i j G Ox 
for al l i , j and the second ha l f is proved. • 
Le t ( L , vi) be a complete field wh i ch is a finite extension of a complete f ie ld {K, vx)-
Now we impose fu r ther the hypothesis tha.t LjK is Galois and L|K is separable. T h e n 
Z|K is also Galois. Th i s can be seen as fol lows. Let f be an i r reduc ib le p o l y n o m i a l 
over X w i t h a roo t a € L , w i t h a G Oi represent ing a. P u t p{x) = YlseG{L/K)i^-^(^))' 
T h e n the coefficients of p{x) belong to C>K. So p{x) G ~K[X] w i t h roots be long ing t o L. 
As f div ides p, al l the roots of f l ie i n L and therefore L|K is norma l . 
. . • • • . “ . - • • 
For s impl ic i ty , we denote the Galois g roup G{LjK) by G. 、 
L e m m a 2 .2 .12 Let s € G. Then VL{s{x)) = v^ix) for all x G L. Thus s(C>L)== 
0L.S{VL)=VL-
Proof. By theorem 2.2.9. • 
From th is lemma, we ob ta in a homomorph i sm e : G — G{L/K) m a p p i n g 5 t o 5’ 
where s{a) 二 s (a ) . The kernel of e is cal led the inertia group of L / K , and is denoted by 
T. The corresponding extension is denoted by Kr; K r / K is Galois and G{L/KT) = T. 
Proposition 2.2 .13 The homomorphism e : G — G{L/K) defines an isomorphism of 
G/T onto G{L/K). 
P r o o f . We have L 二 TT(S<) for some a G L , w i t h a e Oi represent ing a. Consider 
p{x) 二 T L e G ( z - s(a)) . Then p{x) G K [ X ] w i t h roots ~ ^ . Let a G G{L/K). T h e n 
cr(a) 二 s{a) == s(d) for some s € G. Hence e{s) = a, which proves the su r jec t i v i t y of e. 
1 • 
2.3 Unramified Extension of Complete Field 
Throughout th is section, K is a complete field. 
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Definition 2 .3 .1 A finite extension L of a complete field K is called u n r a m i f i e d if 
e{L/K) 二 1 andlfTl is separable. It is called t o t a l l y r am i f i ed i f f { L / K ) = 1. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 2 Let K be a complete field with residue field k. Let k'/k be a fimte 
separable extension. Then there exists a finite unramified extension K'/K whose corre-
sponding residue extension is isomorphic to k ' / k ; K' is unique up to K-isomorphism, 
i 
Moreover, K'/K is Galois if and only if k'/k is. 
P r o o f . See [6, pages 26-27]. • 
• • •‘ • • ‘ • • - ‘ . • . . • ‘ • ‘ • • 
. 
T h e o r e m 2 .3 .3 Let K'/K be a finite unramified extension with residue extension k ' / k . 
> 
Let K"|K be an arbitrary finite extension with residue extension k " / k . Then the set of 
K-isomorphisms of K〖onto K" is in one-to-one correspondence( by reduction modulo 
the maximal ideal ) with the set of k-isomorphisms ofk' onto k". 
P r o o f . See [6, pages 26-27]. • 
Proposition 2 .3 .4 Let K be a complete field with residue field K. Let Ks he the 
separable closure of~R，and let K^r be the direct limit of the unramified extensions of 
K that correspond to the finite subextensions ofKs. Then Knr is a field. The extension 
of the normalized valuation on K to i^nr “ unique and normalized. K^r “ Galois over 
K with residue field Ks, and G{Kr^r|K) 二 G ( K , j K ) . 
Proof . Le t w be a va lua t ion on K^r w h i c h is an extension of the no rma l i zed v a l u a t i o n 
on K. B y theorem 2.2.9, w is un ique. I t is normal ized because w{Knr) = UK'w{K')= 
U ^ / Z = Z , where K' runs t h r o u g h a l l f in i te un rami f i ed Galois extensions of K, T h e 
m a x i m a l i t y of K ^ r impl ies t h a t cr (Knr) = K n r for any au tomorph i sm a o f t he sepa-
rable closure Ks over K. Thus I<nr/K is Galois. B y p ropos i t i on 2.2.13, G{K'/K) is 
isomorphic to G{K^/K). Hence we have G{Knr/K) = limG{K'/K) = limG{Y^/K)= 
G(Ks|K). • 
Definition 2 .3 .5 K^r is called the maximal unramified extension o f K . 
11 
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Proposition 2 .3 .6 Let K"|K be a finite extension with residue extension k " / k . The 
subextensions K'|K of K"/K which are unramified over K are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the separable subextensions k'/k of k"/k. 
Proof. We define a mapp ing f rom the set of separable subextensions of k"/k i n to the 
, set of unrami f ied subextensions of K"/K according to theorem 2.3.2. B y theo rem 2.3.3, 
th is mapp ing is wel l defined and injective. I t is also surject ive by the de f in i t i on of 
unrami f ied extension. • 
Proposition 2 .3 .7 Let K" jK be a finite extension with residue extension k " j k . Then 
there exists a maximal unramified subextension K'/K o f K " | K . Its residue extension is 
、 
the largest separable subextension ofk"/k. We have e{K"/K) = e { K " / K ' ) J { K " / K ' ) = 
k" : k]i and f { K ' / K ) = [k" : k],. 
Proof. The f i rst hal f is by proposi t ion 2.3.6. For the second half, we have e { K " / K ) = 
e{K"|K')e{K'|K) 二 e { K " | K ' ) J [ K ' | K ) 二 [A;' : k] = [k" : k ] s J { K " / K ' ) = [k'' : t ] = 
k • A/ 七• 1—I 
Remark 2.3.8 When k"jk is separable, f { K " | K ' ) = [k" : k]i = 1. Hence we obtain 
an intermediate field K' such that K"/K' is totally ramified and K'/K is unramified. 
Suppose K"/K is Galois and k"|k is separable. Then we have : 
Proposition 2.3.9 K r / K is the maximal unramified subextension o f K " / K . 
Proof. Let a G W and p{x) 二 ILeT(z — ^(a)). Then p{x) 二（3： - a)^  G ^ [ X ] . Thus 
G(W'I~K^) is t r i v i a l and K^'/Kx is to ta l l y ramif ied. From proposi t ion 2.2.13, we have 
[Kr : K] = f { K " / K ) . Hence e { K r / K ) 二 y ^ y 二 ^ ^ ^ = 1. 口 
2.4 Local Fields 
I n this section, we w i l l discuss a special k ind of complete fields called local fields. A 
complete field K is called a local field i f i ts residue field is f inite. The p-adic number 
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field Qp i n example 2.2.5 is a local f ield. T h e power series f ie ld F{{t)) i n example 2.2.6 
is a local f ie ld i f the f ie ld F is f ini te. Clearly, i f the character ist ic of a loca l f ie ld and 
the character ist ic of i ts residue f ield are not equal, then the character is t ic of K mus t 
be zero. T h e fo l lowing theorem completely describes the s t ruc tu re of loca l f ields : 
Theorem 2 .4 .1 K is a local field of characteristic 0 with residue field F , if and only 
if K is a finite extension ofQp. K is a local field of characteristic p with residue field 
FpT, if and only ifK is a finite extension o/Fp((t)). 
Proof. See [22]. 口 
Proposition 2.4.2 Let 0 and U be the valuation ring and the unit group of a local 
field K. Then 0 and U are compact. 
Proof. F i rs t we show 0 is compact. Le t Ex, A G S, be a fami l y of open sets cover ing 
of 0 w i t h no f in i te subcovering. Let R be a (f ini te) set of representatives. B y corol-
la ry 2.2.4, 0 is the un ion of f in i te number of sets a + nO, a G R. Hence for at least 
one ao G R, the set ao + 7rO is not covered by f in i te ly many Ex- S im i la r l y there is an 
a i e R such tha t ao + ch7T + ir^O is not f in i te ly covered. Proceeding i n th is way, we get 
a sequence ao, a i , a2 , . . . . Le t a 二 ao + ai7r + a2iT^ + . . • G 0. Then a G Ex,, for some 
入。G E. Since Ex,, is open, we have a + i r ^ O C E、, for some m . So th is leads to a 
contradict ion. Hence 0 is compact. As V is closed in 0 , V is compact. So U^ 二 1 + V 
is compact. Since U | U ^ ~ X ^ (proposi t ion 2.1.4), U | U ^ is f in i te and hence compact . 
Now the compactness of U|U^ and U^ implies tha t U is compact. • 
Corollary 2.4.3 For a local field K, K and K^ are locally compact. 
Let K be a local f ield w i t h residue field Fg. Let Kn be the unrami f ied extension of 
K of degree n w i t h residue field Fg，“ Note that , since F^.^/F^ is Galois, KJK is Galois 
by proposi t ion 2.3.2. B y proposit ion 2.2.13, we have G、KJK、~ C(F^ . / F , ) 二 Z / n Z . 
Thus G{K^r/K) = limG{KJK) = l i m G ' ( F , . / F , ) = G ( F 『 / F J = l i m Z / n Z = Z。 
Since G(F『P/Fg) is topological ly generated by the automorphism a w i t h a{a) 二 aQ 
for a € F『P, G{Knr/K) is topological ly generated by the Frobenius element F w i t h 
F{a) = aq m o d VK”.,. for a € O x _ . 
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Proposition 2 .4 .4 Kn is the splitting field of X^" 一 X over K. 
Proof . L e t a be a root of X ^ " 一 X and let f { X ) be the m i n i m a l p o l y n o m i a l of a 
over K. T h e n f { X ) G OxlX] and g{X) = f { X ) is a monic separable p o l y n o m i a l over 
K . P ropos i t i on 2.2.7 impl ies t ha t g{X) is i r reduc ib le over K. Le t L = K(a), T h e n 
a G OL- W e have d e g / ( X ) 二 [L : K] > [ l ： K] > \K{d) : x ] = d e g " ( X ) = d e g / ( X ) . 
L J L J 
Thus L|K is un rami f ied and L = K{a) = F ^ ( a ) . The compos i t um of a l l such L is 
Wgr. 二 kn. Hence the compos i tum of a l l L is K{fj,q^<-i) — Kn- • 
I 
. R e m a r k 2 . 4 . 5 If6 G fi,r,.-,,thenF{e)三 ^ m o d Viand F{6) e 7 V ' - i ' The unique-
ness of the multiplicative representative implies now that F{6) = 0^, 
、. 
Now we consider the act ion of the n o r m on the un i t group of a f in i te un ram i f i ed 
extension of a local f ield. F i rs t we need a l emma : 
L e m m a 2 .4 .6 Let L be a finite separable extension of a complete field F. Let 7 G V i . 
Then NL/r{l + 7) - 1 + N L / r i l ) + TrL/ri^) + TrL/F{S) with some 8 G 0 : such that 
VL{5)>2VL{7)-
Proof. See [11, pages 57-58]. • 
Proposition 2 .4 .7 Let L be a finite unramified extension of a local field K. Then 
NL/K^L = UK-
Proof. Le t 7T be a pr ime element of K. As L|K is unrami f ied, vr is also a p r ime 
element of L. B y proposi t ion 2.1.4(1) and 2.2.13, we have the commuta t i ve d iagram : 
u j u l ——> X ' 
NL/K ^T/1< 
4^  ^ 
UK/Uk ——> K^ 
Let [L : K] 二 n. For 1 + OiT' G Ul, l emma 2.4.6 shows tha t N i / x ( ^ + “兀‘）=1 + 
NL/K{0)7T^'+TiL/K{0)7T'+TiL/K{S) w i t h VL^S) > 2i ai id consequently, VK ( ¾ / ^ ( ^ ) ) = 
VL (TiL/x(<5)) > min2”L(〜(<^)) 二 min i^ ;L(6) = v^iS) > 2z. Thus we get A ^ L / x ( l + 
14 
6n ' ) = l + T rL / x ( ^ )7 r ' m o d 7r':+1. W i t h p ropos i t i on 2.1.4(2), we ob ta in the c o m m u t a t i v e 
d iag ram : — 
umi^' ~ ~ > L 
‘ ^L/K Tr"T/77 
4 ^ N^ 
路 / 略 + 1 " “ ^ ^ K 
Since L,K are finite, N ^ and T^z/K are sur ject ive. Hence i t fol lows f r o m the above 
d iagrams t ha t N^/K are sur ject ive so t h a t N^/K ( ^ L ) ^ x 二 ^K for a l l i > 1. I n o ther 
words, N i / K ¢ 4 ) is dense i n Ux - Because N i / K is cont inuous and Z ^ is compac t , 
N i / K ( " L ) is compact and therefore is closed i n UK. Hence N ^ / K ( " L ) 二 ^ K - 口 
• . I . . 
• 





Ramification Groups and 
Hasse-Herbrand Function 
• . . • 
• •> 
I n th is Chapter , we w i l l survey those results of rami f ica t ion groups and Hasse-Herbrand 
func t ion wh ich are needed i n our subsequent discussion. Thoughou t th i s Chap te r , 
{L ,v i^ ) is a complete f ie ld wh ich is a finite extension of a complete f ie ld { K , Vx) - I n 
add i t ion , we assume L|K is Galois and L/~K is separable. We denote G{L/K) s i m p l y 
by G. 
3.1 Ramification Groups 
I n Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, we have shown 0 ^ is a free C>K-module w i t h basis 
{ a i , . . . , a „ } . Under the s i tua t ion Z/~K be separable, we can choose an element a G • [ 
such t ha t {1 , a , . . . , o：""^} is a basis for the O^ -modu le O i - I n other words, a gener-
ates C>L as an Ox-a lgebra. I f , fur thermore, L/K is to ta l l y ramif ied, then we can take 
a = TfL. (See [37, page 57] for al l the details.) 
L e m m a 3.1 .1 Let s G G and let i be an integer > —1. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
j 1. s operates trivially on the quotient ring Oi/V]^^. 




3. VL(s(a) - a) > i + l. 
Proof . T h e equivalence of (1) and (2) is clear. O n the other hand, the image a^ of a i n 
C>L/P i+ i generates O j j V ] ^ ^ as an O^-a lgebra . Hence s(aO = a , is the necessary and 
suff ic ient cond i t i on for s t o operate t r i v i a l l y on O i ^ T ^ + i ; th i s shows the equivalence of 
(1) and (3). • 
Proposition 3 .1 .2 For each integer i > - 1， l e t Gi be the set of s G G satisfying 
the equivalent conditions of lemma 3.1.1. Then the Gi form a decreasing sequence of 
normal subgroups ofG, G_i 二 G, Go = T and Gi = { l } f o r i sufficiently large. 
• • . . 
-• , _ 
Proof . Cond i t i on (1) of l emma 3.1.1 shows tha t the G i are no rma l subgroups of G, 
and they obviously decrease w i t h i. We have s G Go 分 VL{s{a) - a) > 1 for a l l a e 0匕 
<^ s(a) 二 ^ 二 d^ for a l l a G Oi ^ s € T, F inal ly , i f i > sup{vL{s{a) - a)} for 5 + 1, 
then G i is t r i v ia l . ' • 
Definition 3.1 .3 The group Gi is called the i th ramification group ofG. 
Le t H be a subgroup of G, and let K' be the subextension of L fixed by H. Thus 
G{L/K') = H. B y (1) of l emma 3.1.1, we have Hi = G ^ i A ^ . I n par t i cu la r i f H is the 
iner t ia group T 二 G。, then H^ = G i for i > 0. 
3.2 The Quotients G,/G,+i, i > 0 
Proposition 3.2.1 Let i be a non-negative integer. An element s of the inertia group 
Go belongs to G, if and only if ^ 三 1 mod 7¾. 
Proof. Let H 二 Go. Then Hi 二 G^  for i > 0. Now 7r^  is an C^r-generator of O、-
(since L j K r is t o t d l y ramif ied.) As v^^s^iiL) — ^h) = 1 + 处 ( ^ — 1 ) , 观 get the 
;l 
1 assertion. • 
Proposition 3.2.2 Leti be a non-negative integer. The map which, to s e G” assigns 




of the group Ul/U^^^ This isomorphism is independent of the choice of the prime 
element vr_L. 
Proof . N o t e t h a t , by p ropos i t i on 3.2.1, we have s G G^ i f and on ly i f ^ e U ^ I f ir'L is 
another p r i m e element, t h e n ix'j^ = TT^u w i t h u G 2 4 ’ hence ^ 二，，。If ^  ^  ^‘ 
t hen s{u)三 i t m o d P i + i whence ^ 三 l m o d P i + i , wh i ch shows t h a t 氏 does n o t 
depend on the choice of t he p r ime element. Le t s,t G G^, T h e n ^ ^ ^ 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ 誓 
w i t h w 二 tJ^. As w belongs to Z^L, we have ^ 三 1 m o d P l + i , and so ^ ^ 三 
* • ^ ) “穴乙)mod P ， i . Therefore 6i is a homomorph ism. F ina l ly , by p ropos i t i on 3.2.1, Oi 
T^L r.L L 丨 
is in ject ive. • ‘ 
• • . ’ . 
.. •. I 
Corollary 3 .2 .3 The group Go/Gi is cyclic, and is mapped by 6o onto a subgroup of 
the group of roots of unity in L. Its order is prime to the characteristic of the residue 
field L. 
Proof. B y (1) of p ropos i t i on 2.1.4. • 
Corollary 3 .2 .4 Ifthe characteristic ofL is zero, then Gi 二 {1 } and Go is cyclic. 
Proof. I f i > 1, UyWj^^ is isomorphic t o L wh ich has no non - t r i v i a l f i n i te subgroups. 
Hence G^ 二 G , + i . As G i = { 1 } for large i , we have G i = { 1 } . Go = G o / G i is cycl ic by 
coro l lary 3.2.3. • 
Corollary 3 .2 .5 If the characteristic of L is p, then Gi/Gi+i, i > 1, is a direct 
product of cyclic groups of order p. Thus G^G^i, i > 1, ts abelian. Gi is a p-group. 
Proof. For i > 1, U^/Ui^^ is isomorphic to the addi t ive group of L, and every sub-
group of L is a vector space over the p r ime field Fp, hence is a d i rect sum of cycl ic 
groups of order p. Since the order of Gi is equal to the product of the orders of the 
G i / G i + i for i > 1, Gi is a ^?-group. • 
Corollary 3 .2 .6 If the characteristic ofL ts p + 0，then Go is the semi-direct product 




Proof . Le t s be an element of Go whose image i n G o / G i generates th i s cyc l ic g roup . 
L e t e。be the order of G o / G i , and let p^ be the order of GV As p is p r i m e t o e^, t he re is 
an integer N such t h a t p " 三 1 m o d e。； rep lac ing N by one of i ts mu l t i p les i f necessary, 
we may fu r t he r assume N > n. Set t 二 8广 T h e n t^" 二 5""^" 二 1, since e。p" is a 
mu l t i p l e of the order of Go. O n the o ther hand, as p^ 三 1 m o d e。, t he image of t i n 
Go/Gi is equal to t h a t of s. I t s fol lows t h a t the subgroup H o f Go generated b y t is 
cycl ic of order e。and p ro jec ts i somorph ica l l y onto G o / G i . • 
Corollary 3 . 2 . 7 Go is solvable. I f K is a finite field, then G is solvable. 
. I . 
• I • “ 
Proof . T h e f i rs t assert ion fo l lows f r o m coro l lary 3.2.6. I f K is f in i te , t h e n G{L/K) 二 
G/Go is cycl ic and hence solvable. So G is solvable. • 、 
3.3 The Hasse-Herbrand function 
Le t u be a real number > 1. We pu t G^ 二 G” where i is the smallest integer > u。 
Define 
, 、 r dt 
W : [ _ l ’ w ) — R , *、叫。^G7T^ 
(The convent ion is t h a t {Go ： Gt) 二 ( G L i ： Go)~^ for t = —1 and {Go ： Gt) 二 (Co : 
Go) = 1 for —1 < t < 0.) Exp l i c i t l y , we have 
f u - 1 < u < 0 
1 ( y = 1 l ( W + . . . + 9m + ( ^ ^ - r n ) P m + i ) m < u < m + l , 
V 3o 
where g^ is the card ina l i t y of Gi and m is a non-negative integer. 
T h e fo l lowing propos i t ion is clear : 
Proposition 3.3 .1 1. ip is continuous, piecewise linear, increasing and concave. 
2. (^ (0) = 0. 
I 3. Ifwe denote by 礼 and (p'g the right and left derivatives of(p, then ^'g{u) 二（^;(u)= 
^G^ 和 M —肌 integer, ip'g{u) = j^^^,ip'^{u) 二 (。。丄+。ifu is an integer. 
Hence 99 is a homeomorph ism of [ - 1 , 00) onto itself. I ts inverse, denoted by V^ is 
called the Hasse-Herbrand funct ion. 
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Proposition 3 .3 .2 1. • is continuous, piecewise linear, increasing and convex. 
2. <0(O) 二 0. 
3. Ifv = ^{u), then ^p'g{v) 二 命 ’ 必 ⑷ = ; ^ . /n particular, ^； and ^ only take 
on integer values. 
^. Ifv is an integer, so is u 二 VK”)’ 
Proof . (1), (2), (3) are immed ia te f r o m propos i t ion 3.3.1. I f v 二 —1, so is u. So 
we can assume m < u < m + 1’ where m is a non-negat ive integer. T h e n goV = 
-. i . ‘ . 
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4.1 Lemmas 
Lemma 4.1.1 (Snake lemma) A,A',A"]B,B',B" are groups. Let 
0 > A' — ^ A > A" ^ 0 
f' f f" 
4- 4- 山 
0 > B' > B ^ B" ^ 0 
he a commutative diagram with exact rows. Then there is an exact sequence : 
0 — Ker f' — Ker f — Ker f" — Coker f' — Coker f — Coker / � — 0 
Proof. See [26, pages 157-159]. • 
L e m m a 4 .1 .2 Let A (respectively A') he an abelian group provided with a decreasing 
sequence of subgroups An(respectively A'J. Suppose A。= A, A& 二 4'，A and A' are 
complete Hausdorff spaces m the topologies defined hy A^ and A'^. Let u : A — Z' be a 
homomorphism sending An into A'^ for all n. If the homomorphisms Un ： ^nMn+i — 
A“/A“+i induced by u are all injective(respectively surjecUve), then so is u. 
Proof. I f Un is inject ive, then Ke r (u ) f ] A „ 二 K e r ( u ) f | A ^ + i . B y an i nduc t i on argu-
ment , we have Ker (u ) C A^ for al l n. B u t R ^ n = { 0 } , so Ker(^x) = {0 }。Suppose 
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t he Un are sur ject ive. Le t a' G A! = Af^. The re exist a。G A。and a[ G A[ such t h a t 
u(ao) = a' - a i . S im i la r l y there exist a i G A i and a'^ G A'^ such t h a t u{ai) = a{ - 4 . 
Con t i nu ing th is process, we get a sequence { 〜 } of A. As A is complete and a „ G An, 
t he series ao + a i H——converges to an element a e A. T h e n u(a) - a' e A'^ for a l l n, 
hence u{a) = a' by the Hausdor f f cond i t ion on A'. • 
4.2 The Norm Map on the Residue Field of a Totally 
Ramified Extension of Prime Degree 
“ I ‘ 
. • - _ i • 丄 •‘ 
• . . • • • • • . . •, • 
I n th is section, L is a complete f ield "which is a finite extension of a comple te f ie ld K, 
I t s degree [L : K] is a p r ime number 1. L/K is Galois and t o ta l l y rami f ied . L/K is 
separable. Le t s be a generator of G, and p u t t 二 i>L(s(nL) — Tf^) - 1. T h e n we have 
G = Go = . . . 二 Gu {1} 二 Gt+i = Gt+2 二 ..，. 
^ Proposition 4 .2 .1 t + 0 if and only i f l is equal to the characteristic o f K . 
Proof. ^ : Suppose c h a r ( Z ) 二 1. I f t = 0, t hen Go 二 G and Gi = { ! } • B y corol-
l a ry 3.2.3, card(G) 二 1 is p r ime to c h a r ( K ) and th is leads to a con t rad ic t ion . Hence 
t ^ 0 . 
=4>: For c h a r ( ¥ ) 二 0, we have Gi = { l ) ( c o r o l l a r y 3.2.4). Thus t = 0, Suppose 
c h a r ( K ) 二 q, where q is a p r ime not equal to 1. I f t + 0, then Gi is a non - t r i v i a l 
g-group(coro l lary 3.2.5). Hence q divides 1 and th is is a contradic t ion. Thus t = 0. • 
Proposition 4 .2 .2 The Hasse-Herbrand function is 
功(工）二 I t ^ l { x - t ) X > t 
I Proof. The result fol lows f rom 
I 广 dw [ X X < t 
“工）二)0 I ^ l ^ ^ l ^ + t x i t 
• 
Lemma 4.2.3 For every integer n > 0, Tr{Vl) 二 VI：, where r =[宁]and m = 
(t + l ) ( Z - l ) . 
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Proof. See [37, page 83]. • 
Lemma 4 . 2 . 4 If x E P£， then N{1 + x)三 1 + Tr{x) + N{x) m o d Tr{Vl^). 
Proof. Note that N(1 + x) 二 [LeG(l + 工” 二 [工“，where u runs through those 
elements of the group a lgebra Z[G] wh i ch have the f o r m u 二 Si + h Sk, t he s^ be ing 
d i s t i nc t e lement of G. Le t n{u) be the augmen ta t i on of u. Those u of a u g m e n t a t i o n 0,1 
and 1 give respect ively the te rms 1, T r ( x ) and N ( x ) of the f o r m u l a we seek. So i t suffices 
t o show t h a t the sum of t he other te rms belongs to T i { V l ^ ) . Le t 5 be a genera tor of 
G. I f 2 < n{u) < 1 — 1, t h e n u '^ s i i (o therwise n{u) = 1 or 0). Co l lec t ing toge ther 
t he s'u, 0 < i < 1 - 1, we get Tr(a:^).- Since n{u) > 2, we have 工以 G Vl^, whence 
Tr(x^) e T r ( P f ) . • 、 
Proposition 4.2.5 For every integer n > 0 , 赠 、 孔 、 C U^ and 赠 、 糾 、 C U ^ 
Th i s p ropos i t i on w i l l be proved together w i t h p ropos i t i on 4.2.6 below. A t t he t i m e 
being, i t gives us the homomorph isms A^. : Z ^ ^ ) / Z ^ f " ) + i — U l | U t ^ for a l l n > 0. 
W e w i l l i den t i f y Z^j^/Z^j^(respectively U j U l ) w i t h 1<^ (respectively L ^ 二 K < ) and 
Z^-/Z^^+^(respect ively Ul|Ul^^), n > 1, w i t h ^ ( r e s p e c t i v e l y I = K). 
: I n the nex t propos i t ion, p denotes c h a r ( i ^ ) + 0. 
^ ^ 1 
Proposition 4.2.6 1. For n = 0, No ： K — K is given by No{0 = f - Vi^- 0, 
i it is injective. It t = 0，KerNo is cyclic of order 1, and is equal to the image ofG 
under the map 0Q : G — Ui^|U^. 
, I , X 
么 For 1 < n < t, Nn ： K — K is given by Nn{0 : ^ni^> for some a „ G K . It is 
injective. 
• _••__• X 
3. For n 二 t > 1，Nt ： T? — ~K is given by i V “ f ) = a^P + /¾, for some a , /5 G K . 
KerNt is cyclic of order 1 = p, and is equal to 6t{G). 
_____ • X 
4. For n > t，Nn ： ~K — lK is given by A'n(?) 二 Pni, for some /5n ^ K . It is 
bijective. 
Proof, (proposi t ion 4.2.5 and 4.2.6) 
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1. W e have i V ( Z 4 ) C Z ^ ( s i n c e V K { N x ) 二 / ” 乙 ⑷ ) . I f 工 ^ 巧 ’ t h e n T r ( x ) G P ] , , 
whe re r 二 [ ( _ ( ; _ i ) + i ] = [t ( i ^ ) + 1] > l ( b y l e m m a 4.2.3). A l s o T i { V l ) C 
Ti{VL) C VK. B y l e m m a 4.2.4，we have N{Ul) C U}。If t + 0, t h e n 1 - :p。 
^p 二 1 imp l ies {^ - l )P = 0. So TV。is in jec t ive . I f t 二 0’ KerTV。has o rde r < 1. 
6o{G) consists of t h e classes i n K^ o f ^ , and since N ( ^ ) 二 1’ e^{G) is 
con ta ined i n KeriV。，hence is equal t o i t . 
2. Since t + 0, we have 1 = p. A lso ^ ( n ) 二 n. B y l e m m a 4.2.3’ T r ( P £ ) 二 7 ¾ , whe re 
r 二 [(t+i)(^-i)+nl〉r(n+2)(z-i)+nl 二 [几 + ？-手]二 n + l . Moieover, T r ( P f ^ ) C 
[ 1 J — [ 1 J L L」 
Tr{Vl) C 7 ^ + 1 . T h u s , b y l emma 4.2.4, we have i V ( l + x) 二 1 十 N [ x ) m o d 7 ^ + i 
for x e VI. A s L|K is t o t a l l y rami f ied , N{x) e V^. Hence we have i v ( z ^ f " ^ ) 二 
N{U2) C U^ and N ( Z ^ f " ^ ) + i ) = N ( " £ + ” ^ " S + 、 T h e e lement x € VI can 
be w r i t t e n as ttTrJ, whe re u G C>i^(since L = K). W r i t e N (兀么广 = “打兀公’ whe re 
a „ G UK. W e have N (1 + uiq) = 1 + a^u^nl m o d V l ^ \ Hence i V n ( 0 二 〜仏 
_ X 
where a ^ denotes t h e image of a „ i n K . 
3. Since t ^ 0, 1 二 p and • = t. L e t x € 7¾. T h e n T r ( x ) G 7 ¾ , whe re r = 
- ( _ ( ; - 1 叫 二 \t + 1 - j l = t. A lso T r ( P f ) 二 7 ¾ , where r = U t + m - i H ^ t ' 二 
L L ^ J L . 
't + 1 + i ^ ] > t + L H e n c e i V ( l + x ) - l + T r ( a : ) + N ( a : ) m o d 7 ^ + i . So N {Ul) C 
U j , . S imi la r ly , i f x G V i ^ \ t hen T r ( x ) G V j t ' and T r ( p f + ” ) = 7 ¾ , where 
r 二 p t+ i ) (z - i )+2( t+ i ) l > t + 1. Hence N (Z^1+') C ZY^+\ W r i t e x G VI as x 二 ui^l 
- ^ t 
w i t h u G Ox. P u t N (7TL)t 二 ai^K'. where a G Ux- P u t T r (7r:) 二 6 7 r ^ b G UK. 
T h e n we get N (1 + uirl)三 1 + {bu + au^)7r$^ m o d V'+K Thus Nt{0 = /¾ + 。 0 , 
a , P e K^. Ker iVt is of order < p. Howover, KerNt conta ins 6*t(G) w h i c h is cyc l ic 
of order p. Hence we have KerNt = ^ i ( C ) . 
4. For n > t , ^{n) = t + l{n — t). Le t x € p f " . T h e n T r ( x ) G 7 ^ , where r 二 
j p , ^ i ) ( z - iH t+z (n - t ) l 二 几.Also TV ( P ， )）二 7 ¾ , where r 二 [ ( w ) ( z — i ) , 2 _ — ” - > 
I 2n - t > n + 1. Since (/ - l ) ( n - t) > 1, we have i^{n) > n + 1. There fo re 
j N ( x ) e Vt、— C Vp-^ So we get the fo rmu la N ( 1 + x)三 1 + T r ( x ) m o d r^^\ 
I I t fo l lows t h a t N ( Z ^ ( " ) ) C U^：. B y the same reasoning, we get N ( Z ^ ( ^ + i ) C 
i Z ^ + i . Le t X 二 u7Tp^\ u e OK and ! > ( 7 1 ^ ^ ( " ) - 〜 1 ^ ^ ,介 G UK- We have 









Corollary 4 .2 .7 The homomorphism iV„ is injective for all n except for n = t, in 
which case there is an exact sequence : 
0 一 G ^ uyui^' ^ ^ A 4 + i 
Proof . T h i s is a d i rect consequence of propos i t ion 4.2.6. • 
Corollary 4 .2 .8 The homomorphism N^ is surjective for n > t and, i f K is perfect, 
for n < t. 
. . • I 
• • •. . - . . 寒 • . 
Proof . T h e first hal f is by (4) of propos i t ion 4.2.6. T h e second ha l f is by (1) and (2) 
、 
of p ropos i t ion 4.2.6. • 
Corollary 4.2.9 " ( Z i f � ) ) 二『K for n > t . 中 严 、 二 U^^' for n > t. 
Proof. W e f i l ter Uf}” by {VCf}— \ m > n} and U^ by {U^ | m > n}. T h e n o r m m a p 
N : Wf(n) — U^ sends Uf}— t o U^ for al l m > n. Th is induces the h o m o m o r p h i s m s 
N ; : Wr ( ^ ) / " ? (饥 + 1 ) — ^K / " S " + i for a l l m > n. N ^ is the composi te of the canon ica l 
p ro jec t ion u t 、 — / U t — 、 — u t } — / U ^ and N ^ : u t } ’ U t } — — U ^ | U T ' ^ 
Since m > n > t , N ^ and hence N “ is surject ive. B y l emma 4.1.2’ we have N ( “艺⑷ )二 
ZiJ , where n > t. For the second par t , note tha t " f " + ” C U t } ^ impl ies Z i ^ ' = 
N ( z 4 ( n + i ) ) C N ( w f n ) + i ) (since n + 1 > n > t). Hence we get N ( Z Y f " ) + i ) 二 Z^5+i 
for n > t. • 
Corollary 4 .2 .10 I f K is perfect, N : Ui/U^ — U-K|U^ is an isomorphism for all 
n < t. 
Proof. We prove by i nduc t i on on n. I t is t rue for n 二 1. Suppose i t is t r ue for 
n - 1 < t. B y corol lary 4.2.8, N„—i ： Ul'^/Ul — U^'^|U^ is an isomorphism. F r o m 
the commuta t ive d iagram w i t h exact rows : 
0 ——> u r ' | u i ——^ U J U I ——> U J U I - ' — — 、 0 
N .V N 
4^  >^  4^  
0 ——> " r v " s ——^ " A " " i ——^ " w " r i ——^ 0 
we k i iow tha t N : l^ fL/^2 — ^ x / l ^ K is an isomorphism. • 
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Corollary 4 . 2 . 1 1 I f K is perfect, the following three canonical homomorphisms 
U'^|N[Ul) ~"^ Coker{Nt) 
u j , / N { u i ) — U K / r m i ) 
" “ 现 卜 巧 寧 ） 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof. A p p l y l e m m a 4.1.1 to the d iag ram : 
0 ~ ~ ^ " i + i ——> ui ——> " i M + i ~ ^ 0 I 
I • .-.-. . .I 
N N N 4^  4' 4^  
0 ——> z4+1 ——^ Z 4 ——^ Z 4 A 4 + 1 ——^ 0 
As N ( Z 4 + i ) = Z4+1 (coro l la ry 4.2.9), i t fol lows t ha t Z 4 / N ( Z 4 ) — Coker (N , ) is an 
isomorphism. 
A p p l y l emma 4.1.1 t o the d iagram : 
0 ^ U i ^ Z 4 > U j J K ^ 0 
N N N 
4^  4' 4^  
0 ^ z 4 > UK > U K | u ' j , > 0 
B y corol lary 4.2.10, i t fol lows tha t Uj^/lS^ { U l ) — Z^x /N (Z4) is an i somorph ism. 
A p p l y l emma 4.1.1 to the d iagram : 
0 、 U i ^ L ^ 、Z ——^ 0 
N N f{L/K) = l 
、z 4' ^ ‘ 
0 > UK ^ K ^ 、 z 、0 
I t follows tha t Z ^ x / N (Z^L) 一 K ^ | ^ { L ^ ) is an isomorphism. • 





I I n this section, L is a complete field wh ich is a finite extension of a complete f ield K. 
\ 
I I t s degree [L : K] is a pr ime number 1. L/K is Galois and to ta l l y rami f ied. L — K is 
a perfect field. We denote G[L|K) by G. 
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L e t W be a finite ex tens ion of K and let K' be the cor responding u n r a m i f i e d 
extension of K. Le t U 二 LK'. 
Proposition 4 .3 .1 1. L and K' are linearly disjoint over K. 
2. L'|L is unramified with residue extension K ' / K . 
3. L'/K' is Galois and totally ramified with Galois group G. Moreover, the ramifi-
cation groups and the homomorphisms 6^ are the same for LjK and L ' | K ' . 
. I 
Proof. 
1. We have e{L'/K) > e{L/K) = [L : K] and f { L ' / K ) > f { K ' / K ) 二 [ i T : K ] , 
Hence [L' : K] = [L : K] [K' : K\. 
2. Clear ly L ' / L is unrami f ied . No te t h a t G{V/L) = G{U/L) - G{LK'/L)气 
G[K'|K'{^V) = G{K'|K) = G{l^/L). Since I C K^ C V, we have V 二 T^. 
Hence the result fol lows. 
3. Clear ly L'/K' is Galois w i t h Galois group G. B y (2), L'jK' is t o t a l l y r am i -
fied. Since L'|L is unrami f ied, 7T"L also serves as a p r ime element of L'. T h u s 
{兀1 I 0 < j < 1} is a basis b o t h for the 0 ; ^ -modu le O : and the O ^ ' - m o d u l e O " 。 
Fur thermore, vi = ”L' on L. Therefore the rami f ica t ion groups for L/K and 
L' jK' are the same. The image of 6, : G i / C , + i — Ul,|U^^ 二 万 lies i n L since 
7TL € L. So e, are the same for L/K and L ' | K ' . • 
Proposition 4 .3 .2 Let x G K \ Then there exists an extension K'/K of degree < 1, 
such that X 二 N^'/K'iv), where L' 二 LK', for some y G U^. 
Proof. B y corol lary 4.2.11, we may assume x G U]^. Consider N , : U]^|U]^^ — 
U y U t f I f t = 0, i t is the map 7Vo : ^ ^ — K^ given by No[z) = zK I f t > 1, i t is the 
map Nt : K — ~K given by N f ( z ) 二 az【+ 0z, I n bo th cases, there exist an extension 
JC of 1< of degree < 1 such tha t rf 二 <^  or arf + (3” = ^, where rj G K' and ^ G K 
corresponds to xU^j^^. Aga in by corol lary 4.2.11, we have the canonical i somorph ism 
Coker (N;) — K'^ / N " 、 l f t - 0, N [ ： 1^^ — lC^ is given by N',{z') = z'K I f t > 1, 
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N； ： Y ^ ^ l C is g iven b y N ; ( ? ) = az'^ + /3z ' . (The coeff ic ients of t he p o l y n o m i a l s g i ven 
by N t a n d N； are the same. Th i s can be seen f r o m the p roo f of p r o p o s i t i o n 4.2.6) . 
Hence N ; ( " ) 二《for e i ther t = 0 or t > 1). T h i s imp l ies x G ^ L ' / K ' L ' ^ a n d comp le tes 
t h e proof . • 
L e t Lnr and K^r be t he m a x i m a l u n r a m i f i e d ex tens ion of L and K respect ive ly . W e 
have : 
Corollary 4.3.3 N{L^^) = K : . 
Proof . I f a: G K ^ there is a finite ex tens ion W o / K such t h a t x be longs t o t h e 
cor respond ing extens ion K。. L e t L。二 LK。. T h e n L。/K。、is Galois, t o t a l l y r a m i f i e d 
and of p r i m e degree. So p ropos i t i on 4.3.2 can be app l ied and we have x G N ( L ^ J . • 
4.4 The Norm Map on Finite Separable Extension of Knr 
with K Perfect 
I n th is sect ion, K is a comple te field w i t h per fect residue f ie ld K, W e are go ing t o 
discuss the ac t ion of t he n o r m map on f in i te separable extension of K ^ v W e f i rs t need 
the fo l low ing general l e m m a : 
L e m m a 4 .4 .1 Suppose that L is a field that is the umon of an increasing directed 
family of subfields {Li)i^i and let M be a finite extension ofL of degree n. Then there 
exists an index i e I and an extension M, ofL^ of degree n and is linearly disjoint from 
L over L^, such that MiL = M. IfMi and Mj both satisfy these conditions, then there 
is an index k > i , j such that MiL^ = MjLk. I f M is separable(respectively Galois) 
over L, Mi can be chosen to be separable(respectively Galois) overLi. 
Proof . Le t { m � } , a 二 1 , . . . , n be a basis of M over L. T h e n m。• m " 二 Y^, c^/3^7 
w i t h c :0 € L. Choose i so large t h a t t he c^^, 1 < a , / ? , 7 < n , be long t o L , . T h e 
algebra Mi generated by { m ^ ： 1 < Q： < n} over L^ is such t h a t Mi (g)^. L = M,L = M . 
C lear ly Mi is a field. The uniqueness is proved s imi lar ly . I f M / L is separable, t h e n m ^ 
2 
are l inear ly independent over L f ； th is shows t h a t N U / L : is separable. F i n a l l y suppose 
t h a t M / L is Galois. For s G G ( M / L ) , we have s{M,)L = s{M,)s{L) = s{M) = M. 
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Hence there is an index j > i such t h a t s{M^)Lj = M J L j . P u t M j = M i L j . Since 
s{Mj) = Mj, Mj/Lj is Galo is. C lear ly Mj/Lj satisfies the desired cond i t i ons . • 
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 2 Let K be a field complete under a discrete valuation, having perfect 
residue field K. Let Knr be the maximal unramified extension of K , and let E he a 
finite extension of K^r of degree n. Then there exists a finite suhextension K' of Knr 
and an extension E'/K' of degree n, linearly disjoint from Knr over K', such that 
E = E'Knr. The extension E'/K' is then totally ramified, and E can be identified 
with 丑“广 If E is separable(respectively Galois) over Knr, then E'/K' can be chosen 
likewise. 
Proof . T h e existence of E'/K' fol lows f r o m l e m m a 4.4/1. I f E'/K' is n o t t o t a l l y 
rami f ied, t hen there exists a f ie ld K" such t h a t K' § K" C E' and K"/K' is un ram i f i ed . 
Th i s cont rad ic ts the l inear ly disjointness of K^r and E' over K'. B y l e m m a 4.4.1, we 
have E 二 E'Knr. As E'R^r 二 丑“观 have E = £；；,. T h e rema in ing assert ions resu l t 
f r o m l e m m a 4.4.1. • 
Proposition 4 .4 .3 Let K be a complete field with perfect residue field K. Let K^r be 
the maximal unramified extension o f K , and let F D E D Knr he two finite extensions 
of Knr with F/E separable. Then N (F^) 二 E^ . 
Proof. I f F/E is not Galois, then we may enlarge F to F' such t h a t F'/E is Galois。 
I f we have shown t h a t the propos i t ion is t rue for F ' / E , then Np/E {Np'/F {F'^)) 二 
Np'/E {F'^) 二 E \ Hence we may assume F/E t o be Galois. B y l e m m a 4.4.2 and the 
proof of l emma 4.4.1, there is a f in i te subextension K' of K^r and f in i te extensions F' 
and E' over K' such t ha t K' C E' C F\ E'” 二 E, F；, 二 F, F'/E' is Galois and t o t a l l y 
rami f ied. Therefore the Galois group G{F'/E'), wh ich is equal to i ts i ne r t i a g roup, is 
solvable. Hence G{F'|E') has a composi t ion series w i t h a l l compos i t ion factors be of 
p r ime order. So corol lary 4.3.3 can be appl ied. B y app ly ing coro l lary 4.3.3 a f in i te 
number of t imes, we get A^^/f：;” ( ^ ' n r ) 二 丑 ： . B u t E；, = E and F ^ , 二 F , so we 
haveNiT/E [F^) = E^. • 
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Chapter 5 
Cohomology of Finite Groups • • - • 
• • • • . . 
\ 
5.1 Preliminaries 
Le t G be a f in i te group. We use the symbol T to denote the integer group r i ng Z[G。 
A G-module means a r - m o d u l e and a G-homomorph ism means a r - h o m o m o r p h i s m , 
Let Xr^ be G-modules and dn ： X n — ^ n - i be r - h o m o m o r p h i s m for each n。 
( X 二 Y2Xn,d = J^dn) is called a chain complex i f 炉 二 0. Let ( X : a ' ) and ( X , d) 
be two chain complexes over G. A G-morphism A : X' — X is a fam i l y of G-
homomorphisms K ’ ^ — ^ n such tha t K — i & n 二 ^ n K for al l n. A chain complex 
( X . d) is said to be : free i f each Xn is F-free, finite free i f each X ^ is F-free w i t h a f in i te 
basis, acyclic i f imdn 二 k e r & _ i for all n , and augmented i f there exist r_ep imorph ism 
e ： Xo — Z and r -monomorph ism fi : Z — X _ i such tha t do 二 [i o e, A n y finite 
free, acyclic and augmented chain complex over the f in i te group G w i l l be called a 
G-complex. Diagrammat ica l ly , we have : 
. X , - ^ X , 丄 Xo - ^ X—i " ^ X-2 - ^ X-3 ~ " ~ > … 
e M 
Z ~ ^ Z 
0 0 
I f A and B are G-modules. then the addit ive group H o m ( A , B) becomes a G-
module by defining 尸 二 cr o f o a ' ^ where f G Hom(A , B), a G G. Let A, Ai,B,Bi 
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be G-modules. I f ^  G H o m ( A i , A ) and ^ € Hom(B,Bi), then we may define a g roup 
homomorph ism (ip,^) : H o m ( A , B) — H o m ( A i , B i ) by p u t t i n g ( ^ , ^ ) f 二 功〇 /。 ^ 
for f e Rom{A,B). I f b o t h ^ and ^ are C-homomorph isms, then (釣 /^0 is a G-
homomorphism. Moreover, ((/?,功)maps H o m c ( ^ , ^ ) into HoniG(Ai,^i)-
Let ( X , d) be any G-complex. Le t A be a G-module . For each n , we define 6^ 二 
(¾, 1) : Homc(Xn_i ,A) — HomG(Xn,A). We have S^+iSn = ( ^ + i , l ) �（氏， 1 ) 二 
(dndn+i:l) = (0,1) - 0. Thus (HoniG(XA) = EHomG(Xrz,A),(^ = X : < y is a chain 
complex of abel ian groups. Diagrammat ica l ly , we have : 
, . . . ^ ^ HomG ( X . _ i , A ) ^ HomG(X. ,^ ) ^ HomG(Xn+i, A ) ^。， ‘ 
W e call C^ 二 H o m G ( X n , A ) the n-cochain, L^ 二 {f e C^ \>6n+if 二 0 } the n-cocycle, 
B^ 二 8nC^~^ the n-coboundary. Then the n-th cohomology group is H^{G, A) 二 L^jB^, 
I t can be proved t ha t the cohomology groups are independent of the choice of the G-
complex. Thus i t is convenient to choose a G-complex wh ich fad l i ta tes calculat ions. 
For this purpose, we use the standard G-complex : define symbols [ • ], [c^i,。. -,<^n], 
where a i , . . . , cJn e G, n G N. We have : 
1. Xo = r [ - ] . 
2. X . 二 E . , , . . . , a . 6 G r[Ji, •..,�]for n > 0. 
3. X _ i 二 Hom (Xo,Z) = F{-}, where {•) G Hom (Xo ,Z) is defined by ( - ) " ( ^ [ • ]) 二 
1 i f a = T 
I 0 otherwise. 
4. X_n - H o m ( X n _ i , Z ) = Er,,....r._,eG r { T i , . . • , T-n-l), 
where ( n , . . . , r^-i) E Hom(X„_i, Z) is defined by 
J 1 if r 二 cr, Ti -二 cFi for i = 1 , . . . , n — 1 
(Ti,... ,Tn_i)T((j[ai,... ,c7n-i])=<j^ 0 Otherwise. 
5. £ 二〈.〉s 二 Ai(l) = do ( [ . ]), where 5 = E^eG ^-
6. ^1 ([cr]) = o - [ . ] - [ . : . 
7. dn (b"l, . • . , crn]) = CTl [^2, • . • • f^ n] + E ; : / ( - ” ' [ � • . • , ^ ^Pl,C^^+l,^^t+2, . . . , ^ n] + 
( - 1 ) " [ a i , . . . , o - n - i ] for n > 2. 
8. a_i(〈.〉）= E T e G � T � r i - £ T € G � T � -
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9. 3 -n(〈Ti，...,Tn- l〉）= E T e G 〈 T , T l , . . - ’ T n — i r + 
• Er=i'(-1)^  E.ec(n,..., TH,nr-i, r, 丁油...,;一1�+ (-1广 Erec(ru ..。，Tn-i’T� 
for n > 2. 
I t can be ver i f ied t h a t t he s tandard G-comp lex is a G-complex. I f X is t h e s t a n d a r d 
G-complex i n (Hor r iG(X, A), 6 二 E ^n), t hen we have the fo l lowing exp l i c i t f o rmu lae for 
6n{-l < n < 2): 
{6.jm)=Y.{a-'-l){f{a)) 
aeG 
： ( S o f ) ( [ - ] ) = S ( f ( - ) ) 
. . 
' (Sif)M = cr(fl-])-f[-] 
、 
( ^ / ) [ a , r ] 二 c7/ [ r | _ f[ar] + f[a] 
We w i l l adopt the fo l lowing notat ions i n our discussion : 
A^ 二 { a G G 丨(ja 二 a for a l l o € G) 
SA 二 { S a I a G A} 
As 二 {a G A I Sa = 0} 
I = { X > - e r I [ n。= 0} 二 Y^ Z(C7 - 1 ) 
a^G oeG <reG 
We always consider the integers Z and the ra t iona l number Q as G-modu les by 
def in ing the act ion of G on them t r iv ia l l y . 
5.2 Mappings of Cohomology Groups 
I n th is section, we in t roduce two ways to construct mappings between cohomology 
groups. 
5.2.1 Restriction and Inflation 
Let G and G' be finite groups. Le t X = E ^ n and X' 二 J^X^ be G and G'-
complex respectively. I f 入：G' — G is a group homomorphism, then each X ^ can 
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be made in to a G"-module by p u t t i n g a'x 二 {Xa')x for a' G G', x G Xn。Clearly, 
X then becomes a G"-complex. I t can be proved tha t there exists a G : m o r p h i s m 
八 ： X ' 二 Y^X'n — X = [ X n for n > 0, and for al l n p rov ided t h a t A is a 
monomorph ism. Le t A be a G-modu le and A' be a G"-module. Le t f ： A — A' 
be a G" -homomorph ism. (We made A in to a G ' -modu le as above). T h e n we get t he 
morph i sm (A, f ) : H o m c ( X , A) ^ BomdX', A') wh ich induces the h o m o m o r p h i s m of 
cohomology groups (A, / ) . ： H^{G,A) — H^{G',A') for n > O(or for a l l n ’ i f A is a 
monomorph ism) . T h e fo l lowing cases are t yp ica l : 
, I 
1. I f G 二 G' and A : G — G is the i den t i t y map, we can take X 二 X' and A be the 
iden t i t y map. I n th is case, we s imp ly denote (1, J% by /*• 
•、 
2. H is a subgroup of G, i : H — G is the inclusion and 1 ： A — A is t he 
ident i ty . T h e n we can take X' = X and A : X' — X to be the i den t i t y 
map. T h e map resc—n ： H^{G, A) — H^{H,A), n G Z , wh ich is induced f r o m 
， (1,1) : H o n i G ( ^ , A) — H o m / / ( X , A ) , is called the restriction. I f X' 二 X is the 
s tandard G-complex (which is also the standard 丑-coniplex), and i f u represents 
a cohomology class of H ^ { G , A ) , t hen 
(res u) ( [ . ]) 二 [ • ] for n = 0, 
(res ^ z ) ( [ p i , . . . , p n ] ) = w ( b i , . . . , P n ] ) for n > l , P i , - . - , P n ^ H. 
I f G has the coset decomposi t ion U Hc, then (res u) (〈.〉) = Eg cu{{-)) for n - —1. 
The proofs of these formulae can be found in [43, pages 77-86 . 
3. Let H be a norma l subgroup of G and p : G — G/H be the canonical projec-
t ion. Le t X。and X^^^ be the s tandard G-complex and standard G/H-complex 
respectively. Define Ao ([ .G ]) = [ .G/H ]. ^n ( b " i , . . •, c ^ n ] ) = [丙 , . . • ’ ^n] for 
n > 1. A _ i ( ( - G ) ) = ( -G/H)- A _ n (〈〜 . .， ^ ^ r x _ i 〉） =〈 6 , . . . , ^ ^ 〉 f o r n 〉 l . 
Clearly 八： X 。 — X^'^ is then a G-morphism. Let i : A^ — A be the inclu-
sion. Then the map inflc/H—G ： H^{G/H,A^) 一 H^{G,A), n G l‘ wh ich is 
induced f r om (A,z) ： H o m c / i f ( X ^ / ^ , A ^ ) 一 Homc ( X ^ , A ) , is called the infia-
tion. I n par t icu lar , i f u represents a coliomology class of H^{G/H, A") for n > 1, 
then ( inf l u) ( K , . . . , a J ) 二 ((A,?')^^)([c7i, . . . ,Cn]) 二 ( f o ^ / . o A ) ( [ a i , . . , , " n ] ) = 




L e t A be a G - m o d u l e and A' be a G"-module . Le t X and X' be G and G ' - comp lex 
respectively. I f there is a m o r p h i s m f r o m H o m c ( X , A) in to H o m c {X', A'), t h e n we get a 
homomorph i sm f r o m H^{G, A) in to H^{G', A') for each n e Z. For example, le t H be a 
subgroup of G, G 二 U : i 〜丑 and A be a G-modu le . Consider Sn^G : H o m ^ r ( X , A)— 
H o m G { X , A) g iven by SH^c{f) = ET=if^'- C lear ly Sn^c commutes w i t h 6^ for a l l 
n. Therefore, Sn^c determines a h o m o m o r p h i s m c o r ^ ^ G : H^{H, A) — i J " ( G , A), 
w h i c h is cal led the corestriction. I f X is the G-s tandard complex and u represents 
a c o h o m o l o g y c l a s s o f i r ^ ( F , A ) , t h e n w e h a v e (coriO(〈-〉) = ?i(〈.〉) for n = —l , I f 
G has the coset decompos i t ion \JHc, t hen (cor u) ( [ . ]) = E c ^ " ^ ^ ( [ • ]) for n 二 0, 
(cor u)([cr]) 二 X ^ - c " ^ {[cam~^]) for n = 1. T h e proofs of these formulae can be f ound 
i n [43. pages 77-86 . 
5.3 Cup Product 
I n th is section, we br ie f ly review the n o t i o n of cup product . The fo l low ing theorem 
complete ly characterizes the cup p roduc t . I t s proof can be found in [4 . 
Theorem 5.3 .1 Let G be a finite group. Then there exists one and only one family of 
homomorphisms H\G, A) ® H'{G, B) — R^^^{G,A®B){dtnottd hya^P H aU/？人 
defined for all integers p,q and all G-modules A,B, such that : 
1. These homomorphisms are functorial in A and B; 
2. For p = q = 0，they are induced by the natural product A^ g ) B。— (A (¾ B)^; 
3. jf 0 — A — A' — A" 一 0 is an exact sequence of G-modules, and if 0 — 
A<S)B — A'®B — A"(^B — 0 is exact, then for a" € H^{G,A"), P e 
H^{G, B), we have (<5*a") U f3 = 6^ {a" U f3), where 6^ are the connecting homo-
morphisms of the given two exact sequences; 
^ j j 0 — B — B' — B" — 0 is an exact sequence of G-modules, and if 0 — 
A®B — A®B' — A®B" 一 0 is exact, then for a € m[G,A), f3" G 
H^{G,B"), w;e/ia^;eQ:U6*0" = ( - l ) M * ( a U / r ) . 
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a U /3 is cal led the cup p r o d u c t of a and f3. For our purpose, we need t o consider 
cup p roduc t of a s l igh t l y more general type. Suppose A,B,C are G-modu les . A G-
pa i r i ng 6 : A x B — C is a b i l inear map such t h a t e{aa, ah) 二（J0(a, h) for cr G G, a G 
A,b e B. T h e n 6 induces a G - h o m o m o r p h i s m 6 : A(^>B — C g iven by 6{a 0 b) 二 
6{a,b). I f we compose the usua l cup p roduc t H ^ { G , A ) ® H ^ [ G , B ) — H ^ ^ ^ { G , A ® B ) 
w i t h 1 : H P + q { G , A _ ) — m + ' { G , C ) , we get mappings H ^ { G , A ) ® H ^ { G , B ) — 
i f p+9 (G , C) sending a (g) [3 t o ~S* (a U /3). 1 {a U p) is called the cup p r o d u c t of a , /3 
re lat ive to 6, and is denoted b y a U^ P. 
For the general proper t ies of cup p roduc t , we refer the readers to [4 • 
. . “ . . • ‘ • • • . . ‘ • . 
. • 
5.4 Cohomology Groups of Low Dimensions 
I n th is section we compute some cohomology groups of dimension -2,-1,0,1 and discuss 
‘ those mappings re la t ing t o them. 
A func t ion f : G ~~> A is cal led a crossed homomorph ism i f f ( a r ) 二 a f { r ) + f{cr) 
for a l l a, r G G. I t is cal led a pr inc ipa l crossed homomorph ism i f there exists a G A 
such tha t f(a) = (cr — l)a for al l a G G. 
Proposition 5.4 .1 H\G,A) is the quotient of the group of crossed homomorphisms 
from G to A by its subgroup of principal crossed homomorphisms. 
P r o o f , f e C^ is a cocycle i f and only i f 0 = ( ¾ / ) [¢7, r ] 二 a f [ r ] - f [ a r ] + f [ a ] for a l l 
(7,T G G. f G C^ is a coboundary i f and only i f f = 6ig for some g G C。 if and on ly i f 
f [ a ] = {6ig) [cr] 二 o"(5?[ . ]) — g[ . ] for a l l a G G. • 
- ^ 
H o m ( G , Q / Z ) is called the character group of G and we denote i t by G. 
Corollary 5.4.2 IfG acts trivially on A, then H\G,A) ~ Hom{G, A). In particular, 
H\G,Z) = 0 , i f i ( G , Q / Z ) ~ 5 2^  GjO' - G/G'. 
Proof. Since G acts t r i v i a l l y on A , f is a crossed homomorphism i f and on ly i f f is 
a. G-homomorph ism. Thus the group of pr inc ipa l crossed homomorphisms is zero and 
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H\G, A) 二 H o m ( G , A). Since G is a f in i te g roup, we have H\G, Z ) 二 H o m ( C , ^ ) 二 • . 
T h e other assertions are clear. • 
Proposition 5 .4 .3 If K/F is a finite Galois extension with Galois group G, then 
i J i ( G , K x ) = 1. 
Proof . Le t f be a 1-cocyc le of G i n K \ W e have f { a r ) - a f { r ) f { a ) for a l l 
cr,T e G. B y the l inear independence of characters, there exists (3 G K^ such t h a t 
7 二 ET€G/(T)T(/3) + 0. For all ¢7 G G, we have ¢7(7) 二 ErGG^(/(^))^^(^) 二 
E . , G ^ ^ ^ ( / ^ ) - 7 ¾ - Hence / ( a ) ^ ^ and / is a coboundary. • 
、 
Proposition 5.4.4 H\G,A) - A^|SA. 
Proof. The m a p p i n g a 1~~> / , where / [ . ] = a, is an isomorph ism of A on to C°. 
/ G £ ° i f and on ly i f af[ . ] 二 / [ . ] for a l l a G G. Hence we have £ ° 二 A^. T h e 
mapp ing a 1~~> / , where /〈.〉二 a, is an isomorph ism of A onto C—i。f G 3^ i f and 
on ly i f / [ . ] 二 {6og) [ . ] 二 5"("(.〉) ^ ^ 人 Hence we have 3^ ~ 5"A. Therefore, 
H%G,A) = C y B ' - A ^ / S A . • 
Corollary 5 .4 .5 If a group G of order n acts trivially on A, then H^{G, A) ~ A/nA. 
In particular, H\G, Z) 二 Z / n Z , H\G, Q / Z ) 二 0. 
Corollary 5 .4 .6 If K/F is a fimte Galois extension w%th Galois group G, then we 
have H%G,K^) 二 F^/NK/pK^ 
Proposition 5 .4 .7 H-\G,A) - As/IA. 
P r o o f . We again consider the isomorphism a 1~~> / ’ where /〈.〉= a, of A onto C—i. 
f e C-' i f and only if S{f{-)) 二 0 i f and on ly i f /〈•〉G A5. f G B'' i f and on ly 
i f /〈.〉= ETGG(T- i - 1) {g{r)) e IA for some g G Cr\ Therefore R-^{G,A)= 
£-1/5-1 ^ AsJIA. • 
Corollary 5.4.8 IfG has order n, then H'^G^Z) = 0， i7_i(G,Q/Z) 二（*Z) / Z � 
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R e m a r k 5 .4 .9 We denote the isomorphisms of proposition 54-4 隐吐 <5.{7 by k : 
‘A">CO f A — C-i 
< A^ — CP and f) : As — C'^. From k and 力 there now arise, in the natural 
SA^B' IA ^ B-' 
way, epimorphisms K : A^ ~> H^{G,A),rj ： A5 — H-\G,A) with kernel SA and IA 
respectively, and isomorphisms H : A^|SA — H^{G,A),rj: As/IA — H'^G,A), 
Proposition 5 .4 .10 Let f : A ~"、B be a G-homomorphism of G-modules, Then the 
following diagrams commute : 
A^ ~~^ B。 As - ^ , Bs 
KA � s nA VB 
i 丄 ^ ^ 
H'(G,A) ~ ^ H'{G,B) H-\G,A) - ^ R-'{G,B) 
where n and rj are canonical epimorphisms induced from k and i) respectively. 
Proof. For a G A^, we have ((1,/) 0 /^^(a))[ . ] 二（l,/)(a) = / � - ( z ^ ( / ( a ) ) ) [ � ] • 
So the f i rst d iag ram commutes. For a € ^ 5 , we have ( ( 1 , / ) oi)^{a)){') 二（ l , / ) ( a ) 二 
/ ( a ) = ( 々 B ( / ( t t ) ) ) 〈 . 〉 a n d so the second d iagram commutes. • 
Proposition 5 .4 .11 Suppose that 0 ~~> A 二 B 二 C ~ "^ 0 is an exact sequence of 
G-modules. Let 6. : H-\G,C) — H^{G,A) be the connecting homomorphism. Then 
for c e Cs, we have 6^{rjcc) 二 t^Ad, where c = j{b),i{a) = Sb. 
Proof. T h e exact sequence of G -modu les 0 ~~^ A 二 B 二 C ~~^ 0 induces a exact 
sequence of abel ian groups 0 "~> H o m ( X , A) ^ H o m ( X , B ) ^ H o m ( X , C) ~~、0. 
Now ?)cc 6 H o n i G ( X _ i , C ) . There exists u € H o m G ( X - i , B ) such t h a t { l , j ) u = r]cc. 
There exist ” € H o m G ( X o , A ) such t ha t ( l , z ) ^ == ^oU. So 6,(r]cc) 二 v + B^{G,A). 
There exists a G A^ such tha t /^^a = v and b G B such t ha t 7)5^ 二 u. Consider the 
fo l lowing commutat ive diagrams : 
A - ^ B B - ^ C 
kA kB VB VC 
、， ^ 4^  、’ 
HomG(Xo,A) - ^ Homa(Xo,5) HomG(X_i,B) - ^ ^ HomG(X_i,C) 
We have ia = {kB{ia))[ . ] = ((l,i)(/^ >^ a))[ . ] = ((l,0^)[ • ] 二（^ W[ • ] = S{u{-))= 
S{fjBh{')) 二 Sb. Moreover, f)c{jb) = {l,j){vBb) = { l J ) u 二 i)cQc) and so jb 二 c. 
F inal ly , since a G A^, we have 6^{r]cc) = f^A^ + B^{G, A) = ^Aa. • 
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L e m m a 5 . 4 . 1 2 Let A be a G-module. Let {X',d%e%fi') be the standard G-complex, 
and let ( X , d, £, f i ) be any G-complex. 
1. Given Xo e Xo,x_i G X_i such that sxo = l,Sx-i 二 ^^(1)，there exists G-
homomorphism A : X^ ~"> X such that A o ( [ . ]) 二 Xo,八-1(〈.〉）= a : - i . 
2. Let Xo e Xo,x_i G X _ i be such that exo = l,Sx^i 二 " ( 1 ) , Then for any 
u e C^{G,A) andve C^^^.A), we have i^x{uxo) = u^B^^{G,A), rjx{vx-i)= 
v + Bx\G,A). 
3. Consider the G-isomorphism u : A ~~^ Hom{Z,A),a i~^ uJa, where ^^a(l)= 
• . I 
a. The restriction of u to A^ is an isomorphism A^ -~^ {Hom{Z,A))^ = 
HorriG{Z,A). ForaeA^, Ac^(a) = cj,e + ^ ( G , A ) . 、 
Proof . 
1. Def ine G - h o m o m o r p h i s m A。: X ^ ~~> X o by Ao([ • ]) = 2；。and A _ i " ： X ^ i ~ " 、 
X _ i b y 八一1(〈.〉) 二 工—i. T h e n sAo = e" and A _ i / x ' 二 ^i. We can t h e n cons t ruc t 
An for a l l integers n induct ive ly . 
2. F i r s t of a l l , we have to show uxo G A^. Sf(uAo) 二（¾, l)uAo = uAod^ = udiAi = 
0, since u G C^{G,A). Hence uK^ G C^;^X^,A) and so by (1), we have uxo = 
7iAo[ . ] e A^. HencewehaLve/cx(tiXo) 二 1入〜，乂/^乂1�(^ 2^：0) 二 lx-%x^ x-^  ((^ Ao)[ . ]) 二 
lx-%x(^ Ao + Bl.(G, A)) = u + ^ (G, )^(since U,A" (u + >^(G,A)) 二（Ao,l)^ ^ + 
J3^.^^(G, A) = uAo + Bxs{G, A)). T h e p roo f is s imi lar for the other hal f . 
3. Since £ is sur ject ive, there exists Xo G Xo such t h a t exo = 1. So {uJaS){xo) 二 a. As 
a e A^, we have uJa£ e C\[G,A). So by (2), we have K,x[o) = cJa^ + ^ ( G ^ , ^ ) -
• 
Proposition 5 .4 .13 Let A be a G-module. Let H be a subgroup ofG and G = U,： Hc” 
Then the following diagrams commute ： 
1' A^ ~ ^ A^ 
K^- K" 
>|/" *4"^  





As. ^ ^ 乂知 
rjG v" 
4^  、‘ 
H-\G,A) ^=^^^ H-\H,A) 
5 
• A^ - ^ ^ A^  
K^ , 
4^  ^ 
R'(B,A) -^^^¾ B'(G,A) 
J^. 
Asn ― ^ • ^sc 
”H U" 
4' ^^  
H-\H,A) ^^^^ H-\G,A) 
Proof. 
1. ((res / ^ 3 W ) ( [ . ]) 二 { f^^a){[ • ]) 二 ( / ^ ^a ) ( [ . ]) 二（(/^%)(a))([ ’ ]). 
2. For a G A 5 c , E p e H P(Ez c^a) = Sca = 0. So E , c,a G As,,. We have ((res V^)(a))((-))= 
El c^Ga)((.〉）二 E^  c.a 二（力“E^  c^(a))(0). 
3. ((cor k ^ ) ( a ) ) ( l . ]) 二 5：1。「1(/^丑“)([.])二 Y ^ ^ ' ' a 二 S n - G a = [ { k ^ S H ^ G ) { a ) ) { [ • ] ) . 
4. ((cor 7 )^ ) (a ) ) ( ( -> )= (々〜 ) (〈 .〉 )=a =((力力⑷)((.〉).• 
Let A,B,C be G-modules. A G - p a i r i n g 6 : A x B ~~> C gives rise to G-
homomorphisms of G-modules. Namely, for each a G A^, define ^0 : B ~~^ C by 
^e{b) 二 6>(a, b). I n the same way, for b € B^, 6^ ： A "~> C given by 9^{a) = 0(a, b) is a 
G-homomorph ism. 
Proposition 5.4.14 Let 6 : A x B ~~^ C be a G-pairing. 
1. For a G A^, J3 G H^{G,B), we have t,a U, p = ( 4 ) * ( / ¾ . 




1. L e t f b e a c o c y c l e r e p r e s e n t i n g f3. T h e n (1, ^9)f represents {^6),{p). B y l e m m a 5.4.12(3): 
K,a is represented b y tOa^- We have 
( c J a ^ U f ) { x ) = 0{tJaS^f)^O,g{^) 
二 iH^a^f){e^l)ipo,,){x) 
= 例 〜 帽 ( 1 叫 
= 6 { a ^ f { x ) ) 
> 0{aJ{x)) : 
. - • 
二 ^ 0 { f { x ) ) 
、 
. = ( ( 1 ， ) 綱 
2. L e t QT ： B X A — C be the G-pa i r i ng given by 9^{b, a) 二 0{a, h). T h e n a U^ t^h = 
_ , , a = e W ) > ) = ( m ^ 口 ‘ 
I n the nex t p ropos i t i on we show how H ' ^ { G , Z ) can be in te rp re ted as t he g roup 
G/G^. F i r s t we need a l e m m a : 
L e m m a 5 .4 .15 Let G。be the commutator subgroup ofG. We have an isomorphism 
G|G^ - I / P given by aG^ <~~> {a — 1 ) + P. 
Proof. Define G ~~> I|P,a H (a - 1) + P. As ar — 1 + P = (a — l ) ( r — 1) + 
(cr _ 1) + (T - 1) + P == (a - 1) + ( r - 1) + /2 , i t is an homomorph ism. Because I / I ^ is 
commuta t i ve , i t fol lows t h a t G。belong to i ts kernel. Th i s induces the h o m o m o r p h i s m 
G/G^ ~ ^ I | P . Nex t define the homomorph ism I ~~^ G/G^ by cr — 1 >~~> crG^ and 
extends l inear ly to the Z-basis . Since [ a - l ) ( r - 1) 二（訂 一 1) — ( r - 1) — (a - 1) i~~、 
(cTGc) (T_ iGc) (a—iGc) 二 G、P lies in the kernel. Th i s induces I | P ~~、G|G^,a -
1 + P I ~ > a G ' . • 
Proposition 5 .4 .16 The abeliamzation G^^ 二 GIG。ofG is isomorphic to H'^{G, Z ) . 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of G-modules : 0 — I — P — Z — 0。Since 
r is G-regular , we have H^{GS) 二 0 for al l n. So the connect ing homomorph i sm 
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(5* : H - - { G , Z ) — H - \ G J ) is an isomorphism. B y p ropos i t i on 5.4.7, we have an iso-
m o r p h i s m f j : I / P ^ H-\G, / ) . Therefore, by l e m m a 5.4.15, we have the i s o m o r p h i s m 
G/G' — I | P ^ H-\G, 1) '^ H-\G, Z ) . • 
R e m a r k 5 . 4 . 1 7 We denote an element of if"^(G,Z) corresponding to aG^ by Ca-
Hence we have rj(a — 1) 二 <5*Cr. 
Our nex t ob jec t ive is t hen to describe the usual cohomological maps of H ' ^ { G , Z ) 
as ref lected i n GjG^. , 
• . . . . ‘ ！ 
. • • . 
Proposition 5 .4 .18 Let H be a subgroup ofG. Then the、map cor : H-^{H, Z)— 
H-^{G,Z) corresponds to the natural map i : H/H^ — GjG^ which is induced by the 
inclusion map i : H — G. 
Proof. Le t F c = Z [ G ] , I c = E a e o # ^ J - l ) , r ^ 二 ^ l ^ J ^ H 二 E p e H , p # i Z ( p - l ) 
and consider the commuta t i ve d iagram : 
0 > i H - ^ r ^ ~ ^ Z 、0 
z Z 1 
4' 4- 、’ 
0 ^ lG - ^ ^G - ^ ^ Z ^ 0 
1 1 1 
>i- 4' 、， 
0 ^ i c - ^ ^ r c - ^ z > 0 
where i denotes inclusion and e", s^ are the respective augmentat ions. T h e t o p row is 
an exact i^-sequence, the midd le row is an exact G-sequence wh ich we v iew as an exact 
丑-sequence, and the b o t t o m row is an exact G-sequence. Th is leads to the fo l low ing 
commuta t ive d iagram : 
H-^H,Z) - ^ H - ' i H J n ) — ^ 7 ^ / ¾ ：^ H/H^ 
1 “ ‘ 
产 >i^ 小 
H-^H,Z) - ^ H - ' { H J c ) ^ ^ {lG)sJlHlG 
cor cor i 
、， 4' ^ 
i ^ - 2 ( G , Z ) - ^ H-'iGJc) - ^ I c / I h ^ G/G^ 
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T h e 6, maps are i somorph isms because r ^ is i 7 - regu la r , and F c is b o t h G - r e g u l a r a n d 
丑 - regu lar . T h e u p p e r r i g h t square commutes b y p ropos i t i on 5.4.10. T h e lower r i g h t 
square commutes b y p ropos i t i on 5.4.13. There fo re we may c o m p u t e cor b y us ing t h e 
t h i r d co lumn. Consequent ly , for p G H, pH^ is sent to pG^. • 
As p r e p a r a t i o n for our nex t resul t , we need t o know the de f i n i t i on of t h e reduced 
group theo re t i ca l t rans fer . L e t H be a subgroup o f G. Consider cor : H^{H, Q / Z ) = 
H — H^{G, Q / Z ) = G. Acco rd i ng to subsect ion 5.2.2, i f G has the coset d e c o m p o s i t i o n 
\JHc, t h e n ( c o r j ^ ) ( a ) 二 E c X ( ^ ^ ' ' ) = x C Q c - ^ " ^ — ' ) ^ ^ X ^ S,a G G. Since 
H 二 iF^ and H^^ ~ 丑卞 there exists a d u a l m a p V : G/G^ — H/H^, such t h a t 
X (V(cG^c) ) = (cor x){^G') = X ( r i c caca-'H') ioT 3R x ^ 诉 . T h e r e f o r e 'F(o-G^) 二 
]J^caW^H^. V is cal led t he reduced group theoretical transfer. 
Proposition 5 . 4 . 1 9 Let H be a subgroup ofG. Then res : H-^{G,Z) — H'^{H, Z ) 
corresponds to the reduced group theoretical transfer V : G/G^ 一 H/H^. 
Proof. T h e procedure used for the proof of p ropos i t i on 5.4.18 y ie lds the d i a g r a m : 
H - \ H , Z ) - ^ H - \ H j H ) - ^ iH/I^H ^ H/H^ 
1 “ ^ 
>X' ^ ^ 
H ' \ H , Z ) - ^ H - ' i H J c ) <~^ [lG)sJlHlG 
res res X^ c 
H-\G,Z) - ^ H-'{GJc) <~^ I c / I h ^ G/G^ 
So we may compu te res by using the t h i r d co lumn. We have, for a G G , aG^ ^ 
(cr — 1) + 7¾ H E c(cr — 1) + I n l G ' However, 
Y , c { a - l ) ^ l H l G 二 Y^ccr-Y^c^InlG 
二 y ^ ccr — y ^ ca + / j y / c 
二 J^{cam-' - l) + ^ (ccr^ -^  — l ) { m - l ) +lHlG 
"*""^ ^^ "^ "^^ ^^ "^^ v^*"^ """"""^ ^^ ""*"^ "^  
elnlc 
—y^(ccr^-l — 1) + /丑/。， 
which is t hen m a p p e d to H c a W ^ H ^ . • 
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5.5 Some Results of Group Cohomology 
I n th is section we discuss some basic results of group cohomology wh i ch are useful for 
our fur ther development. 
Proposition 5.5 .1 Let A he a G-module. Consider the groups H2 C Hi C G where 
H2 is normal in G. Then the following diagram commutes for n > 1 : 
i T i ( G / i J 2 , A - A E-[G,A) 
res res 
• ^ 4' 
— H^{H,|H2A^') ^ ^ H-{HuA) 
" s 
Proof. For n > 1，pi,..., pn € i?i, we have 
(res ( inf l u))\pi, •.., Pn] 二 ( inf i u)[pi,..., pn, 
， 二 ！ ^瓦…’& . 
= ( r e s i i ) [ ^ . . . , ^ . 
二 （ i n f l ( r e s t i ) ) [ p i , . . . , p n . . 
• 
Proposition 5.5.2 A andB are G-modules. H is a subgroup ofG. I f f G HomH[A,B), 
then the following diagram commutes : 
H^{G.A) ^-Gf、、H^{^G,B) 
res cor 
H^{H, A) - ^ H^{H,B) 
Proof. Clear ly Sn^cf ^ H o m G ( A , 5 ) . Let X be any G-complex. Then the d iagram 
H o m c ( X , A ) (i '"""-G,)) H o m G ( X , B ) 
(1,1) Si] — c 
RomniX. A) ^ ^ Hom^(X,B) 
commutes because for u G Homc(A, , A), we have ( ¾ - ^ ^ ( ! , / ) ( 1 , l ) ) ( i t ) = Sn^oif^ u)= 




Corollary 5 .5 .3 A is a G-module. H is a subgroup ofG. For any a G H^{G,A), we 
have corH—GWSG—HOi 二（G^  : H)a. 
Proof. LetA = B,f = linproposition5.5.2. Thencor^—GresG—z/a : (¾-^!)*(^^) 二 
{G ： H)a. • 
Next we discuss some condit ions such tha t the cohomology group becomes t r i v i a l . 
F i rs t we need a lemma : 
Lemma 5.5 .4 Let f : A — B be a G-homomorphism ofG-modules. I f f is a trace(that 
is,f = SgforsomegGHom(^A,Byj,thenf* = Q. 
、. 
Proof. See [43, pages 87-88]. • 
Corollary 5.5 .5 If the identity map 1 : A — A is the trace of an endomorphism ofA, 
then H^{G,A) = Qforalln. ， 
Proof. F rom lemma 5.5.4, we have 1* = 0. B u t 1* ： H ^ { G , A ) — H ^ { G , A ) is the 
identi ty. • 
A G-module A is said to be G-regular i f there exists a subgroup B of A such t ha t 
A = E a e G ^ 
Corollary 5.5.6 If a G-module ^ is G-regular, then H^[G, A) 二 0 for all n. 
Proof. Let A 二 Y^aW<^B and let ir be the project ion of A onto B. Each element of 
A is uniquely w r i t t en in the form a 二 EaeG 补<^ w i t h b^ € B. For each r G G, we have 
7T^(a) 二 T7TT_1 (Ea€G^^a) 二 丁乜丁‘ Tl ie iefore 1 = J2 rec^^ 二 *^*(兀)-By corol lary 5.5.5, 
H ^ { G , A ) = 0 for al l n. • 
Corollary 5.5.7 Suppose K is a finite Galois extension with Galois group G. Then 
if"(G,L+) = 0 for all n. 
Proof. According to the normal basis theorem, there exists a e L such tha t L + = 
^^ ,^  K^[aa) 二 I ] a e G C ( K + ^ So L + is G-regular. The result follows f rom corol-
lary 5.5.6. • 
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Corollary 5.5.8 If G - {1}，then H^{G, A) = 0 for all n. 
Proof. The ident i ty map is a trace. • 
IA G-module A is said to be uniquely divis ible by the integer r i f the map r : A — A which sends a to r a is a G- isomorphism. 
I Proposition 5.5.9 I f A is uniquely divisible by the order m ofG, then H^{G,A) 二 0 
1 for all n. 
丨.丨 
Proof. Consider the map m : A — A which sends a to ma and denote the inverse 
,, map by m _ i . Then m* o {m'^)^ 二 ( m o m _ i ) * 二 1* 二 1. However, since m is the t race 
丨  of the ident i ty, we have m* 二 0 ( lemma 5.5.4). • 
i. 
j Proposition 5.5.10 If G has order m, then m • H^{G, A) = 0 for all n. 
Proof. Let m : A — A be the map which takes a to ma. Then m^ : H^{G, A)— 
H^{G, A) is the map which takes a to m a. As m is the trace of the ident i ty , we have 
m, = 0. • 
Proposi t ion 5.5.10 impl ies tha t H^{G,A) is an abelian torsion g r o u p 。 S o t h a t 
i f " ( G , A ) 二 Epinz『、G, A)p, where H^[G, A)j, is the p - p r i m a r y par t of H^{G, A), 
Proposition 5.5.11 Let A he a G-module, and let Gp be the p-Sylow subgroup ofG. 
Then for all n, 
1. 0 ~ ~> H^{G,A)p 二 H^{G^,A) is exact 
2. H^{G^,A) ^ H^{G,A)^ 一 0 is exact. 
Proof. B y res we mean resG—c,’ restr icted to H^{G, A)p. I f the order of Gp is p% 
then for a € H^{Gp, A ) , p'coi a = cor p^a 二 cor 0 = 0. Hence the image of corc^,_^G : 
H^(Gp,A) ~~> H^{G,A) is contained in H^{G,A)p. Suppose the order of G is p'm', 
where (p〜m') = 1. So [G : G^) 二 m'. There exists integers x, y such tha t xp^^ym' 二 1. 
Hence for a G H^{G, A)p, we have a = (xjf + ym')a = ym'a = ycorG^,^Gresc^G,,ct = 
coTG^,^c(y resG_G,,oO. This proves bo th (1) and (2). • 
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Corollary 5 .5 .12 Let G be a group of order m. Let A be a G-module. For each 
n, the map H\G,A) = EpimH^(G,A), — EpimH^{G,,A),a 二 E p | ^ a , ^ 
Epjm resG^G,{ap) is a monomorphism. Thus, ifH^{Gp, A) is finite for each p\m, then 
H^{G,A) is finite, and its order divides the product of the orders of the H^{Gp,A). 
I We can shi f t the dimension of the cohomology group upwards or downwards ac-
p cording to the fo l lowing theorem : 
i| 
I il 
Theorem 5.5 .13 (Dimension Shifting) Given a G-module A, there exist G-modules 
1.1 
A+ and A- such that for any subgroup H of G and any integer n, we have『_ ^ {H, A~) ~ 
- . - • • 
H^{H:A)-H^+\H, A+). 
\ 
P r o o f . Consider the two exact sequences of G-modules : 0 ~~^ I ~~> T 二 Z ~~> 0 
and 0 一 Z ~^ r 一 J 一 0 where £(1) 二 1 , " ( 1 ) 二 S,J = F / Z 5 . Th i s i n 
t u r n induces the exact sequences of G-modules 0 ~"> H o m ( Z , A)塑 H o m ( r , A) ~"^^ 
H o m ( I . A) ~~^ 0 and 0 ~ "> Hom(J , A) ~ ~ 、 H o m ( r , A) ^ H o m ( Z , A) ~~> 0. Denote 
A- = H o m ( I , A ) , A + 二 H o m ( J . A ) and M = H o m ( r , A ) . Note t h a t A is isomor-
phic to Hom(Z , A) as a G-module. Fur thermore, for any subgroup H of G and any 
integer n, we have H^{H, M) 二 0(since M is an regular Z [ iJ ] -modu le) . B y the exact se-
quences of cohomology groups (0) = H^-'{H, M)—『-\H, A _ ) ^ H^{H, A)— 
H^{H. M) = (0) and (0) 二 H^[H. M) 一 H^[H, A) ^ 『 ’ , A + ) — f P + i ( i J , M ) 
二（0): we get H^'\H,A) - H^{H, A) - H^+'{H,A^). • 
Corollary 5.5.14 Given a G-module A and an integer d, there exists a G-module B 
such that for any subgroup H ofG and any integer n, we have H^{H, A) ~ H^^^{H, B). 
Next we consider the inflation-restriction sequence ： 
Lemma 5.5.15 For each n > 1, res o mfl 二 0. 
Proof. B y the commutat ive diagram 
H^{G/H,A^) - ^ H^{G,A) 
res res 
>|^  >t' 





and H ^ { H / H , A " ) = 0. • 
'I 
：乂 :i 
L e m m a 5 .5 .16 A is a G-module and H is a normal subgroup ofG. Then the inflation-
\、 
restriction sequence 0 一 H\G/H, A^) ^ H'{G,A) ^ H'{H,A) is exact 
; P r o o f . Exactness at H\G/H, A^) : Le t u be a 1-cocycle of G/H i n A^ and i n f l u is 
a 1 -cobounda ry of G i n A. T h a t means u[a] = ( in f l u)[a] = {a - l)a for a l l G G G, for 
some a € A. Since u is a 1-cocycle, au[f] - u[af] + u[a] = 0 for a l l a , r G G. W e get 
u[l] = 0 by p u t t i n g a = r = 1. Hence for p G H, we have {p - l)a 二 ^x[^ = u[l] 二 0。 
Therefore a G A^ and so u[a] 二 (a — l ) a for a l l a e G. Hence u is a l - c o b o u n d a r y of 
‘ 
G/H i n A". 
、 
Exactness at H\H, A) : Le t u be a 1-cocycle of G i n A and res u is a l - c o b o u n d a r y 
of H i n A. T h a t is, u[p] = (res u)[p] = ( p - l ) a for a l l p G H, for some a e A。Def ine 1— 
cochain u' of G i n A by the fo rmula u'[cr] - u[a] - [a - l ) a for a G G. C lear ly u' satisfies 
u'[ar] 二 o"u1rl + u'[a] for a l l a , r G G. Hence u' is a 1-cocycle of G i n A and u' is 
cohomologous to u. Define v[a] == u'[a] for cr e G. I f p € H, then v[p] = u'[p] = 0。Thus 
V is w e l l d e f i n e d . F o r a l l p € H,pv[a] 二 pu'[cj] 二 u'[pa] 二 u'[a{a-^pa)] = u'[a] 二 v[a。 
Hence 幻间 € A" and v is a 1-cocha in of G/H i n A". Moreover, v is a 1 -cocyc le of 
G/H i n A" because v[af] = u'[ar] 二 cr^x'[T] + u'[a] = av[f] + v[a] for a l l a, r G G。As 
( inf l v)[a] = v[a] 二 ^x'[a] for al l a G G, we have in f l v 二 vJ wh ich is cohomologous t o u. 
Thus the kernel of res is contained i n the image of inf l . Lemma 5.5.15 gives the o ther 
inclusion. • 
Theorem 5.5 .17 Let A be a G-module. Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Suppose 
H^{H, A) 二 0 for r 二 1 , . . . , n — 1. Then 
0 — H^{G/H. A^) ^ 『 { G , A) 二 H-{H, A) 
is exact. 
Proof. We prove by induct ion on n. For n 二 1, the hypotheses are vacuous and 
the result is given b}^ lemma 5.5.16. Suppose i t is t rue for n — 1 > 1. Accord ing to 
the proof of theorem 5.5.13, we have an exact sequence of 丑-modules : 0 ——、A ——> 
M ——^ A~ ——> 0. Since H^[H. A) = 0 by hypothesis, we get an exact sequence : 
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0 一 A" 一 MH 一 {A-)" 一 0. Clear ly 0 ~ ^ A" 一 M^ 一 （ A - 严 ~~^ 0 is 
also an exact sequence of G/H-modules. Consider the commuta t i ve d iag ram : 
0 ——.H--\G/H, { A - ) " ) - ^ H - - ' { G , A - ) - ^ H - - \ H , A - ) 
s. <5* 1& i 丄 i 丄 ^ 
I 0 ——> H - { G / H , A ^ ) - ^ H - { G , A ) ^ ^ H - { H , A ) 
^ A l l 6^ are isomorphisms since M is bo th G- regu la r and i J - regu la r and M ^ is G/H-
'- regular. Since H^[H,A-) - H^^\H,A) for any integer r ( theorem 5.5.13)，we have 
l u . 
H^(H. A') 二 0 for r 二 1 , . . . , n - 2. B y induct ion hypothesis app ly ing to ] _ ’ the t o p 
顯 ‘ •‘ . 
' row is exact. Hence the b o t t o m row is exact. • 
M • • 
I t . • • 
丨丄‘ . 
k； 
1 The case n 二 2 of this result w i l l play an impo r tan t role in class field theory when 
1 
we discuss the Brauer group. 
A G-modu le A is said to be cohomologically t r i v i a l i f H^{H, A). = 0 for a l l n and 
al l subgroups H of G. ^ 
Proposition 5.5.18 If there exists an integer r such that H^{H,A) = H^^^{H,A) 二 0 
for all subgroups H of G, then A is cohomologically trivial 
P r o o f . See [43, page 119]. • 
Let f : A ~"> B be a G-homomorph ism of G-modules. This induces a homomor-
phism / * : H^{H, A) ~~^ H^{H,B) for any integer n and any subgroup H of G. I f 
/ * is an isomorphism for all n and all subgroups H of G, we say t ha t A and B are 
cohomologically equivalent and f is a cohomological equivalence. 
Proposition 5.5.19 Let f : A ——^ B be a G-homomorphism of G-modules. Then f 
is a cohomological equivalence between A and B if and only if there exists an integer r 
such that for all subgroups H ofG, /* : H^'^{H,A) ~~> H^~^{H,B) is an epimorphism, 
/* : H^{H, A) ~"^^ H^{H,B) is an isomorphism and f , : H^+^H,A) ~~^ H^+\H,B) 
is a monomorphism. 
P r o o f . See [43, page 122]. • 
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T h e nex t t w o propos i t ions relate the mapp ings of cohomology g roups t o t h e c u p 
p r o d u c t : 
Proposition 5.5.20 Let H be a subgroup of G and 6 : A x B — C be a G-pairing, 
Then 
1. resG—H、aUeP、= resG—HCcUeresG—Hf^ foraeH^{G,A),(5^H^[G,B). 
2. corH—G、resG—HO^Uel3、= aWc。rH—Gf^ foraeH^[G,A),(3eH^{H,B). 
丨 
‘ 3.c。rH—G、oc。eresG4HP、= corH—GaUef3 foraeHP{H, A),PeH^{G,B). 
； 、• 
Proof. 
1. Le t f and g be cocycles represent ing a and P respectively. T h e n f and g also 
j represent lesc^HO^ and resc—n/^ respectively. As f U e g represents l esG^n io^UeP) , 
j the resul t follows. 
i 2. Le t f and g be cocycles represent ing a and P respectively. From subsect ion 5.2.2, 
[ we know t h a t coiH^G{^Q^G^HC^^eP) is represented by S n ^ G i f ^ e g ) ^ a U e C o i n ^ G p 
I is represented by f Ue Sn^G9- However, 
j S n ^ c U U g) 二 5 W — G ( “ ( / < ^ ^ ^ ) ” P , g ) 
[ _ 
^ = GoSH—G[f^g、。W,q 
！ = “YSfW。％,q 
1 ^ 
T = “ Y A f W > 〜 q 
p i 
I = 召 o ( / ^ S n ^ c g ) o ^p,q 
• = f Ue Sn^G9-
m 
J 3. S imi lar to (2). • 
'a> 
] Le t 6 : A X B — C be a G-pa i r ing of G-modules. I f H is a no rma l subgroup of G, i t 





I •1 •1 1 广 
•:;] :•'•i ^ 
. , 1 
'!：') 
Proposition 5 .5 .21 1. I f a e { A " f ^ " = A^ andPeH^{G/H,B^),q>l, then 
mflG/H—G ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ( a ) U0' /5) 二 /^c(a) U^ inflc/H^GP' 
2. I f a e H ^ { G / H , A " ) , p > l andpeH^{G/H,B^),q>l, then 
inflc/H^Gici Ue' P) = inflc/H^GO^ U^ inflG/H^G^-
Proof. 
i . 
:1. Le t g be a cocycle represent ing j5. B y lemma 5.4.12(3), Kp^^_ { a ) is represented • •“ , • 
by uj'^E, where uj'^ G H o m ( Z , A ^ ) w i t h u;'^{l) = a. K,^{a) is represented by uJaS, 
、 
where cj^ ^ H o m ( Z , A) w i t h cJa(l) 二 a. So ⑴任 二 i。⑴：where i : A^ ^ A is t h e 
inc lus ion map. mRc/H^G (f^^^^(a) LV P) is represented by i 〇 6'〇{uj'^s 0 g)〇 ^ o,g> 
O n the other hand, n i ^ {a )Uemf lG /H^GP is represented by^o(c j^e(g) (zo^) )o(^o,9 二 
.e 0 [i 0 U'a 0 e 0 [i 0 g)) 0 (^ o,g 二 歹。(¾ <S> ^ ) � ( ^ 1 ^ @ 9)。V^o’<? = i。豆'。(^a^ <S) g ) � Po’9。^ 
2. Le t f and g be cocycles representing a and p respectively. T h e n m^c/H^GCt ^e 
inflG/H^Gp is represented by 9 o {i o / ) (g) {i o g)。(^p,^ =否。{i ③ i ) 。 ( / ^ g)〇 ^p,q 二 
i 0 6' 0 ( / 0 g) o if>p,q wh ich in t u r n represents mRc/H^Gi<^ LV P). • 
The nex t i m p o r t a n t theorem is used to prove the rec iproc i ty law of local class f ie ld 
theory : 
Theorem 5.5.22 Let 6 : A x B ~~^ C he a G-patring. Let a G H^[G,A). For 
each subgroup H of G and each integer q, define ^n : H^{H,B) ~~、H^+^[H, C) by 
p 1~~^ resc^H^ Ue p. If there exists an integer q。such that for all subgroups H of G, 
1. $^ ： H^"'^{H,B) ~~> H^^^"'^{H, C) is an epimorphism, 
2. ^H : H^"{H^ B)——、HP+q"[H,C) is an isomorphism, 
3. ^H : H^"^^{H,B) ~~> _H"P+w+i(iT,C) is a monomorphism. 
Then ^n is an isomorphism for all integers q and all subgroups H of G. 
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Proof. We prove by i nduc t ion on p. For p 二 0, let a G A^ such t h a t K^(a) 二 a . 
B y propos i t ion 5.4.13, we have resc—nct 二 /^^(a). Since 0 is also a i f - p a i r i n g for 
each subgroup H of G, we have ^n =(。沒)*- As ^6 is a G - h o m o m o r p h i s m , ^6 is a 
cohomological equivalence by proposit ion 5.5.19. Suppose the statement is t r u e for 
some p > 0. Now we show tha t i t is t rue for p + 1. Consider the sequence of G-
modules : 0 — Z — r — J — 0. I t is exact and spli ts as a Z-sequence. Hence we 
have the exact sequences of G-modules : 0 ~~、A ~~^ r ® A ~~> J ® ^ ~~^ 0 and 
0 ~~^ A ® B ~ > T ^ A ^ S ^ B ~~^ J ( S > A ^ B ~~^ 0.(Here we ident i fy the G - m o d u l e 
Z g ) A w i t h A , and the G-modu le Z ® A ® 5 w i t h A ® ^ ) . B y theorem 5.3.1, we have 
. ; t h e commutat ive d iagram : 
‘ H^{H, J ® A ) X H^{H, B) ~ ^ H P ’ , J ® A ® B) 
<5*xi <5* (5.1) 
4- 4' 
H^+'{H,A) xH^{H,B) - ^ H^+^+'{H,A(S>B) 
Moreover, f rom the commutat ive diagram w i t h exact rows : 
0 ^ A<S)B 、Y%k%B > J®A®B > 0 
0 i^ e i®0 
4^  >P 4^  
0 > c ^ r 0 c > J(g)C ^ 0 
we get the commutat ive d iagram : 
HP+q[H,J®A®B) - ^ ^ iP+"(if,J0C) 
6. 6. (5.2) 
4^  >i^  
HP+q+i(H,A(g)B) — ^ ^P+^i(iJ,C) 
Define 9' : { J ^ A ) x B •"> J®Chye'{j®a,h) =j^9{a,b). Clearly 6' is a G - p a i r i n g 
and 9' = 1 ⑧ 6. So we have (1 ⑧ 6)^ o u = LV. Hence, by pu t t i ng diagrams 5.1 and 5.2 
side by side, we have the commutat ive diagram : 
H ^ { H , J ( S ) A ) X H ^ [ H , ^ ) - ^ i J P + ^ ( i f , J 0 C ) 
6 . x l 8, (5.3) 
>1" >i^  
HP+'{H,A) X H^{H.B) ^ ^ iJP+^+i(F, C) 
For Q' G i P + i ( G , A ) , let a ' G H ^ { G , J ® A ) be the unique element such tha t 6 ,a ' = a . 
Let $ '丑 : H ^ { H , B ) ~~> i ^ P + g ( i L J ® C ) be the map which sends p to resc—i/a ' U。’ /?. 
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B y d iagram 5.3, we have S ,^ 'H iP) = <5“resG—i/a 'LV") 二（UesG—ifa'Ue/? 二 resc—HO^U。 
P 二 ^ i / ( / 0 ) . Therefore the fo l lowing d iagram commutes : 
H^[H,B) - ^ H^^^{H,J®C) 
1 <5. 
4^  ^ 
H^{H,B) ^ ^ iP+^i(if,C) 
B y hypothesis, there exists an integer q。such tha t 
1. $ ^ ： H ^ " - ^ { H , B ) ~ " ^ H ^ ^ ^ " { H , C ) is an epimorphism, and so is $ ' ^ : H ^ " - ^ [ H , B ) ~~^ 
:iP+^_i(H, J®C), 
2. $ H ： H^" (H, B) ~~> HP+qo+i(H, c) is an isomorphism- and so is ^ ' ^ ： H^"(丑，B) ~~> 
iP+%(if,J0C), 
3. ^H : H^"^^{H,B) ~"> i P + g " + 2 ( i f , C ) is a monomorphism, and so is $ ^ ： 
'H'"+\H,B) ~ ^ HP+q"+\H,J<S)C). . 
B y induc t ion hypothesis, <1>^  is an isomorphism for al l integers q and al l subgroups H 
of G. Therefore $ ^ is an isomorphism for al l integers q and all subgroups H of G and 
th is completes the proof of the p + 1 case. The passage f rom p to p - 1 proceeds i n the 
same manner. • 
Next we come to discuss the per iodic i ty of the cohomology group of a f in i te cycl ic 
group. F i rs t we need some prel iminaries : 
Lemma 5.5.23 Let A be a G-module. The map HomG[I,A) ~~^ C^{G,A) which 
sends f to Uj, where Uf{[a]) = f{a — 1 ) , is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Define a homomorphism ^ : H o m ( / , A) ~~> {u G RomdXi.A) | u { [ l ] ) = 0} 
by tak ing f to u j . Since {a - 1 | a € G, a 7^  1} is a Z-basis of / , ip is an isomorphism. 
We have uj G C^{G,A) <^ u j { [ a r ] ) 二 c ru / ( [ r | )+ i i / ( [ c r ] ) for al l a , r G G ^ / ( a ( r - l ) ) = 
af(r — 1) for al l a , r G G <^ f G H o n i G ( / , A ) . Hence H o m c ( / , A ) ~ C\G,A). • 
Consider again the exact sequence of G-modules 0 一 I 二 P A Z 一 0. As 
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Hom(Z,A) ^^1) Hom(r, A ) ^ ^ H o m { / , A ) 一 0. As Hom(r,yl) is G- regu la r , we 
have the isomorph ism S, : F ° ( G , H o m ( / , A ) ) — H'(G,Eom(Z,A)). 
L e m m a 5 .5 .24 Suppose f belongs to Homcil^A) and the corresponding uj belongs to 
C'{G,A) C HorriG{Xi,A) ~ Hom^{X^,Hom{Z,A)). Letae H'{G, A) be the cohomol-
ogy class o f u j . Then 6^{K,f) = -o^ 
Proof. Since X is G-free, we have the exact sequence 
0 ^  HomG(X,Hom(Z,A)) ^ HoniG(X,Hom(r,A)) M HomG(X,Hom(/,^ )) ^ 0. 
•• • • • . “ ‘ • . • • . • . ‘ • • . . • 
' •-• • . 
For kf e HomG(Xo,Hom(I,A)), there exists b e HomG(Xo,Hom(r,A)) such that 
(1, i)b 二 kf. Moreover, there exists a G H o m G ( X i , H o m ( Z , A)) such t h a t (1, i)a 二 6ib, 
Let j : A ~~> H o m ( Z , A) be the isomorphism of G-modules sending a t o / , where 
/(1) 二 a. It induces the isomorphism (l,j) : Homc(Xi, A) ~~^ HomG(Xi,Hom(Z, A)). 
The proof is completed i f we can show a 二 - { l J ) u j . Since F 二 / ® Z 。 1 (1 is ^ 
the ident i ty element of G), we define g G Hom(r,A) to be the extension of f t o T 
with 5?(1) 二 0�Then we define b G HoniG(Xo,Hom(r,A)) by b{[]) 二 g. We have 
( ( l J )6 ) ( [ - ] ) 二 [i o 6)([.]) 二 ？(p) = g 0 i 二 f = { k f ) { [ ] ) . So b satisfies the requ i red 
condition. For all a G G, (£,00<)(^ ) 二（(5i6)(M) 二（时.]广-冲]=9"-9- For all r G G, 
, ( r - 1) = f^{r — 1) = /(T — 1) = g{r — 1). Hence i{g^ - g) 二 0. So for each a € G, 
there exists K € H o m ( Z , A ) such tha t i { K ) = g ^ - Q = ^ ( a H ) - So we have K 二 ^W]-
Hence 
-((i,j>/)(H){i) 二 _ ( j � � ) ( M ) ( i ) 
二 -(以/M) 
二 - / ( 卜 巧 
= / ( i - ^ ) 
二 a/(a-i-l) 
二 ap(a_i_l) 
=apcT_i(l) - ag{l) (since ^(1) = 0) 
二 （ P � - _ 
={i{h.)){l) 




= ( a H ) ( l ) . 
^ 
^ , 1 
:j Proposition 5.5.25 Let 6 : A x Z ~~> A be the G-pairing given by 6{a, n) = na. Then 
•i 
1 the cup product U^ : H\G,A) x F " 2 ( C , Z ) ~"> H-\G,A) is given by the formula 
•| a Ue Cc7 = V{^W]) ^here u is any cocycle representing a. 
Proof. Suppose u .G C\G,A) corresponds to f G Homc(/,A) so that u 二 uj. Let 
6' ： H o m ( J , A ) x / ~"> A be the C-pa i r i ng tak ing ( / , x ) to f { x ) . T h e G-pa i r i ng 
e" ： H o m ( Z , A) X Z ~~^ A is defined in the same way. We have 
a U e Ca 二 —<5*(K/)U0"Ca 
=K^f Ue' S^(a 
二 K^ LV r){cy - 1) 
二 { f e ' ) M a - l ) ) 
二 / 称 - 1 ) ) 
二 v { f { ^ - i ) ) 
二 ^ K W ) 
= T ] { u [ a ] ) . 
• 
Proposition 5.5.26 Let G be a finite cyclic group. Then for every G-module A and 
every integer q, we have H^{G,A) ~ H^-^{G,A). 
Proof. Suppose card(G) = n and a is a generator of G. Then H o m ( G , Q / Z ) = 
i f i ( G , Q / Z ) is also a cyclic group w i t h generator Xa，where Xa{^^) = ^ m o d Z. The 
exact sequence 0 — Z ~^ Q ^ Q / Z 一 0, where i is the inclusion and j is the canonical 
project ion, induces the connecting isomorphism 6^ : H^ {G , Q / Z ) — H ^ { G , Z) . Let 
0 ： Z X A 一 A be the canonical G-pairing. We define the maps (^U^ : H^{G, A)— 







inverses of each other. For a G H^{G, A), we have 
{^*Xa) U , ( G U^ a ) - {6.Xa U^, Ca) U , a 
二（<UXcrU0Q/zCa))U0a, 
where 6^ ： Z x Z — Z and 6>Q/z ： Q / Z x Q/Z — Q/Z are the canonical G-pa i r ings . B y 
p ropos i t ion 5.5.25, x . ^Q/z C 二 " ( X a ( c ^ ) 二 ” H m o d Z) . Now ^ m o d Z 二 j ( • ) a n d 
i { l ) 二 n ( ^ ) 二 1. B y p ropos i t i on 5.4.11, we have 6, {rj ( * m o d Z ) ) = /<1) . There fo re 
{S,Xa) Ue (Ca U^ a) = /<1) U0 a 二 C ^ * ( o O = a . O n the other hand, for a G H^-^{G, A), 
w e h a v e G U “ 6 * X a P 0 Q O == ( G U 0 A X a ) U 0 a 二 ( (5.XaU,Ca)U0^ 二（&Xa)U0(GU。QO = a . 
• : . . . 丨 
• , . 
、. 
Definition 5 .5 .27 Let G be a finite cyclic group and A be a G-module。If both 
card{H^{G,A)) and card{H\G,A)) are finite, then the Herbrand quotient is defined 
, 7 ,/ .N card{H^{G,A)) 
切 be h{A) 二 J(Hi(G,A)r 
Example 5.5.28 Let G be a cyclic group with card{G) = n. Then h{Z) = ZldiH^cf)]= 
card{Z/nZ) 二 n. 
Proposition 5.5.29 Let G be a fimte cyclic group. Let 0 — A — B — C 一 0 
be an exact sequence of G-modules. Then if two of the three Herbrand quotients 
h{A),h{B),h{C) are defined, so is the third and we have h{B) 二 h{A)h{C). 
Proof. B y proposi t ion 5.5.26, we have a commutat ive diagram wh ich is exact at each 
io in t : 
H^{G,A) > H'(G,B) 
H\G,C) H%G,C) 
H'{G,B) < H\G,A) 
W i t h o u t loss of generality, let i 7 ° (G , A),H\G, A ) , H'(G, B),H'{G, B) be finite. 
Le t Ml be the image of H^{G, A) in H^{G. B) and so 011 i n clockwise order. T h e n the 
sequence 0 一 M? — H^{G, C) — M3 — 0 is exact, and M2, AI3 are f in i te groups. Hence 55 
I 
， 
H^{G,C) is f in i te . S im i l a r l y we can prove H\G, C) is f in i te. Le t m , be t he order of 
M , . T h e n the orders of the groups H\G, y l ) , H^{G, B),..., H\G, C) are respect ive ly 
merr i i . m 1 m 2 , . . . , m^rriQ. Hence h[B) = h{A)h{C). • 
Proposition 5 .5 .30 Let G be a finite cyclic group. If A is a fimte G-module, then 
h{A) 二 1. 
Proof. Since G is cycl ic, say generated by ¢7, we have IA 二 (¢7 - l ) A and A^ 二 { a G 
A I (cr - l ) a = 0 } . Thus we have the exact sequence 0 — A^ — A。； IA 一 0. 
A lso we have the exact sequence 0 — A s ^ A ^ SA — 0. Since A is f in i te , we 
have ca rd (A) - c a r d ( A ^ ) c a r d ( / A ) = card(As)card(5^4) . Thus caid{H'{G,A))= 
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For any Galois extension K/F, we denote the cohomology groups H^{G{K/F),K^) 
\ by H^{K/F). I f F C E C K w i t h K/F Galois, then 
resG(K/F)^G(i./^) :H-{G{K|F),K^) — H-{G{K/E).K^) 
and 
coramE)^GiK/F) ： H - { G { K | E l K ^ ) — H - { G { K / F ) , K ^ 
! is denoted by 
resK/F^x/^ ： H-{K/F) 一 H^K/E) 
and 
coiK/E^K/F ： H-{K/E) ^ H^{K/F) 
respectively. Fur thermore, i f E/F is also Galois, then the in f la t ion 
m^GiE/F)^GiK/F) ： H-{G{E/F),E^) — H^{G{K/F)^K^) 
is denoted by 
in^E/F^K/F ： H^{E/F) — H - { K / F ) . 
We also denote t hem by res, cor and in f l i f no confusion arises. 
Le t k C K C L C M be arb i t ra ry fields w i t l i K / k , L/k, M/k f in i te Galois. T h e n 
G{M/L) <] G [ M / K ) <] G{M/k) and we have mfiL/k^M/k。in^K/k^L/k = infix/fc—M/fc-
T h a t is, the in f la t ion is t ransi t ive. Hence, i f we let { L J be the fami ly of al l f in i te Galois 
extensions of k, then ( { L i ) , i n f l ) is a direct system. The direct l im i t limH^(L^/k) is 
丨 5 7 I 
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cal led the Brauer group of k, and is denoted by Br( fc) . C lear l y Br(A:) 二 H^kJk)、 
where ks is t h e separable closure of k. 
Proposit ion 6 . 0 . 3 1 Let L/k be a Galois extension containing the Galois extension 
K / k . Then there is an exact sequence : 0 ~~> H^{K/k) ^ H^{L/k) 二 H^{L/K). 
Proof . Since H \ G { L / K ) , L^) 二 0, we have, by theo rem 5.5.17，the exact sequence 
0 — H'{G{K/k),K^) ^ H'{G{L/k),L^) 二 H'{G{L/K),L^). 
i'i • • 
i . j . • . . : . . ? . 
；'. 
丨； Corollary 6 . 0 . 3 2 There is an exact sequence 0 ~~^ H ^ [ K / k ) ~"~> Br{k) ~"、Br[K), 
\ Proof . Pass t o t he l i m i t on L . • 
I ’) 
i ^ • 
；‘ R e m a r k 6 . 0 . 3 3 1. Since H ' { K / k ) 1 H\L/k) and H \ K / k ) — Br{k) are monomor-
|4 phisms, we can view these maps as inclusions. Then we have Br{k) = l i m H^{Li/k)== 
'^ UF2(W4 
i 
I 2. An element a € Br{k) is said to be split by K if it is in the kernel of the map 
:1 Br{k) ~> Br{K), which is the same as saying that a belongs to H^{K/k), consid-
I ered as a subgroup of Br{k). 
1 
j • • 
1 Proposition 6 . 0 . 3 4 For a given field k, the followmgs are equivalent : 1 
.1 
1. The Brauer group of every fimte separable extension of k is zero. 
2. If K is fimte separable over k, and L/K is a finite Galois extension, then the 
\ G{L/K)-module L^ is cohomologically trivial 
3. With the same hypotheses as in (2), the norm homomorphism N^fx ‘ L^ — K^ 
is surjective. 
Proof. (2) 4 (3) and ( 2 ) 力 ⑴ ： A s K^N^iKL、二 H'{G{L/K),L^) = 0, (3) holds. 








‘ (1) ：^ (2) : Le t H be any subgroup of G{L/K). So H - G{L/K') for K C K' C L. T h e 
Brauer g roup of K' is zero. So H\H, L^) 二 H^{L/K') 二 0. Moreover, H、H, L^) - 0 
,[ (p ropos i t ion 5.4.3). B y propos i t ion 5.5.18, L ^ is cohomological ly t r i v i a l . 
\ (3) ^ (2) : Aga in let H = G{L/K'). Since N i / K ' is surject ive, we have H^H, L^) 二 0. 
: A lso H \ H , L ^ ) = 0 (p ropos i t ion 5.4.3). Hence (2) follows f rom propos i t ion 5.5.18. • 
Example 6 .0 .35 1. A maximal unramified extension K^r- of a field K complete 
under a discrete valuation and having perfect residue field. By proposition J^.J^,S, 
condition (3) of proposition 6.0.34 holds. Therefore its Brauer group is zero. 
I 
2. A Local field. Its Brauer group is Q / Z . This will be proved vn the next chapter. 
.、 
Suppose K is a complete field having perfect residue f ield K. T h e n we have the 
fo l lowing result : 
， Proposition 6.0 .36 Each element of Br{K) is split by a finite unramified extension 
o f K . 
Proof. F rom example 6.0.35(1), Bi{Knr) = 0. I f a e Bi{K), then the image of a i n 
B i { K n r ) is zero. As K ^ r is the direct l im i t of the f in i te unrami f ied extensions of K , 
we have B r ( X n r ) = l imBr (_K ' ) , where K' runs th rough the fami ly of f in i te un rami f i ed 
extensions of K. I t fol lows tha t the image of a in one of the B r ( i ^ ' ) is zero. • 
Corollary 6 .0 .37 Br{K) may be identified with H^{Knr/K). 
Proof. For each a G Bi{K), a belongs to H ^ [ K ' / K ) for some finite unrami f ied ex-
tension K' of K. Hence Br{K) C H^{Knr/K). On the other hand, H^{Knr/K) C 
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7.1 Determination of the Brauer Group of a Local Field 
We first need a general l e m m a : • 
I L e m m a 7.1 .1 Let G be a finite group and let A be a G-module. Let A\ i > 0 and A° 二 
A be a decreasing sequence of G-suhmodules and A 二 l i p A / A ^ IfH^{G,A'/A'+^) = 0 
j for all i , then H^{G,A) = 0. 
Proof. The exact sequence of G-modules 0 — A " ^ A' — A'/A'^^ — 0, where j is 
the inclusion map, induces the exact sequence 
i 
H ^ { G , A ' ^ ^ ) ^ H ' { G , A ' ) — H ' { G , A ^ A ' ^ ' ) = 0 
Le t X be any G-complex. Le t f be a g-cocycle of G in A 二 A。. Since j * is sur jec t ive, 
there exists a g-cocycle / i i n A^ and a (q 一 l ) -cochain go in A ° such t ha t f — / i = ^po -
Similar ly, there exists a g-cocycle /2 in A^ and a (g - 1) cochain g i i n A^ such t h a t 
/1 - /2 = 6qQi and so on. So we obta in a sequence of equations f - / 1 = 6gQo, / 1 - /2 二 
6ggi,...Ji - fi+i 二 5q9r On summing th is equations, we have f { x ) — / ^ + i ( x ) = 
gQ{dgx) + . •. + gi{dgX) for al l x G Xq. I n v iew of the hypotheses on A, the series 
J2^=o 9k(y) converges in A for al l y € X<j_i. Now we define g{y) 二 E ^ o ^ / c ( y ) on X g _ i -
B y cont inui ty, g is a {q — l ) -cochain of G in A. Since lim,;_,oo fx+i{x) = 0, we have 
f { x ) = g{d,x) = {6,g){x) for al l 工 G X , . Th is proves H^{G, A) = 0. • 
60 
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Le t K be a local f ie ld w i t h residue f ield k. Le t Kn be the un rami f i ed ex tens ion of 
I K of degree n w i t h residue f ie ld kn. We denote the un i t g roup of Kn by Un-
. 
j L e m m a 7 .1 .2 For all integers m andfor all integersi> 0； H^{G{Kn/K),W^/W^^^)= 
1 ^ 3 0. 
'fi 
)i 
Proof. For i 二 0 ,m = 1, we have H\G{KJK),UJU'J = H ' { G { k J k ) , k ^ ) = 
O(proposi t ion 5.4.3). B y p ropos i t ion 5.5.30, 1 ^ K K ) 二 ZX^：^/^^^^' So for 
i = 0 , m = 0, we ha;ve H ^ { G { K j K ) M j U ^ ) - H'{G{kJk),k^) = 0. B y p ropo-
s i t ion 5.5.26’ we have H ^ { G { K J K ) , U J U ' J 二 O for i l l m . For i > 1, K / K ^ ' is 
..! . 
isomorphic t o k ^ . Hence by coro l lary 5.5.7, H ^ { G { K J K ) M U K ^ ' ) = 0 for a l l m and 
i > 1. • 、 
Proposition 7.1 .3 For all integers m, we have 
， 1. if-(G(iW"i^),Z4) = 0. 
2. The valuation v : K^ — Z induces an isomorphism 
V. ： H-{G{KJK),K:^) — H - ( G { K J K ) , Z ) . 
Proof. 
1. As Un is compact, Hausdorf f in wh ich the fami ly of open no rma l subgroups U\ 
forms a fundamenta l system of neighborhoods at 1, U^ ^ is pro f in i te and so U^ — 
XYmUr,jU^. B y lemma 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, the result follows. 
A~~ 
2. The exact sequence of G{I<n/K)-modules 0 — U^ — K^ A Z — 0 induces the ex-
act sequence : … " > H^{G[KjK).Un) — H^{G{KJK), K^) ^ H^{G{Kr,/K), Z ) — 
H ^ + \ G { K n / K ) , U n ) — • . . . So the result follows f rom (1). • 
Corollary 7.1.4 The valuation v : K^^ — Z defines an isomorphism H^{Knr/K)— 
i f ' ( Z , Z ) . 
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N o w we can s ta te t h e m a i n resul t : 
T h e o r e m 7 .1 .5 The Brauer group of a local field is Q / Z . 
Proof . T h e exact sequence of modu les 0 — Z ~> Q — Q / Z — 0 induces t h e exac t 
sequence : — — . H \ % Q ) — H\%Q/Z) h H\%Z) — H\%Q)—….Since Q 
is un ique ly d iv is ib le , t h e connec t ing h o m o m o r p h i s m 6^ is an i s o m o r p h i s m b y p r o p o -
s i t i on 5.5.9. B y co ro l l a r y 5.4.2, we have H \ Z , Q / Z ) 二 H o m ( Z , Q / Z ) . C lear l y , t h e 
m a p 7 : H o m ( Z , Q / Z ) — Q / Z w h i c h sends f t o / ( 1 ) is an i somorph ism. T h e r e f o r e 
i n v x = 7 o S：' 0 队 ： H ^ K n r / K ) ^ H \ % Z ) ^ ^ m { % Q / Z ) ^ , Q / Z is an i somor -• • - ‘ . • '• • • 
ph ism. However , by co ro l l a r y 6 . 0 . 3 7 , H ^ { K n r / K ) = B i { K ) . Hence t he resu l t fo l lows. 
• 、 
R e m a r k 7 .1 .6 The map invx ： Br{K) — Q / Z is called the i nva r ian t m a p . 
7.2 Canonical Class 
I n th is section, L and K are loca l fields. 
Proposition 7 .2 .1 Let L|K be a finite extension of degree n. Then the following 
diagram is commutative : 
Br{K) - ^ Br{L) 
invK invj^ 
>l^ ^ 
Q / Z - ^ Q / Z 
Proof. WriteBr(K) = H^{Kr,r/K),Bv{L) = i7^(L,./L). Since G{L^r/L) = G(LK^/L) 
= G 、 K r ^ r l K n r H L ) , t l i 6 m a p G [ L n r | L ) — G { K r , r / K ) wh ich takes a t o o " | x_ is a 
monomorph ism. T h e m a p i : K^^ — L : is the na tu ra l inclusion. So res : H^{Knr/K)— 
H ^ { L n r | L ) is t he res t r i c t i on const ruc ted by the me thod in subsect ion 5.2.1. L e t F x 
and F i be the Frobenius elements of G { K n r / K ) and G { L n r / L ) respect ively. L e t e and 
f be the rami f i ca t ion index and the residue degree of L j K . We have F^ 二 F ^ 。 
Since e{Lnr/Kr,r) = e[Lr,r|Kr,r)e{Kr,r|K) = e{L^r/K) = e(Lnr/L)e(L/K) 二 
e(L/K) 二 e, VL...^(x) 二 e^ ;A〜,，(20 for x G K ; . We have ( 1 ,处 _ ) 。 ( 1 , ? : ) = ( l , ^ L _ 。 0 二 
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(1, evK^,,^) 二 e ( l , 1) 0 (1, VK,,,.)- So the fo l lowing d iag ram commutes : 
H^G{K^r|K).K:^r) ^ ^ ^ H'{G{K^r/K),Z) 
I res e-res 
^ I 
I H ^ G { L ^ r / L l L - r ) ^ ^ H \ G { L ^ r / L \ ^ ) 
• 
I B y the c o m m u t a t i v i t y of res t r ic t ion and connect ing homomorph ism, we have t he 
d iagram : 
H^G{K^r/K),Z) ^ ^ H o m ( G ( X n r / i ^ ) , Q / Z ) 
• e-res e-res 丨 
I 、， ^ I ._1 
； H ' { G { L r , r / L ) , Z ) - ^ H o m ( G ( L , . / L ) , Q / Z ) 
! Let 7 x ： R o m { G { K n r / K ) , Q / Z ) — Q / Z be the isomorphism tak ing ip t o ( ^ ( i ^ ) 。 
i T h e def in i t ion for 7 : is s imi lar . For Lp € B . o m { G { K n r / K ) , Q / Z ) , we have n , K ( 0 = 
I eMFK) = eip[Fl,) - e c ^ ( i ^ = e 7 : ( ( l , l ) W 二 ( e )L。（ l , l ) ) f eO. So we have t he 
• “ 
commuta t i ve d iagram : _ 
I ^orn{G{Knr|K)Mm - ^ Q / Z 
•= 
I e-res ri 
i 4^  
[ H o m ( G ( L , . / L ) , Q / Z ) ~ ^ Q / Z 
[' P u t t i n g the above three diagrams side by side, we get the result. • 
I 
[ Proposition 7.2.2 Suppose L/K is a Galois extension of degree n. Then the isomor-
phism invK ： Br{K) — Q / Z maps the subgroup H^{L/K) of Br{K) onto the subgroup 
( l Z ) / Z o / Q / Z . Hence H^{L/K) is cyclic of order n. 
I Proof. B y corol lary 6.0.32, H^{L/K) is the kernel of res : Bi{K) ^ B r ( L ) . B u t the 
: kernel of Q / Z A Q / Z is { ^ Z ) / Z . So the result follows f rom proposi t ion 7.2.1. • 
Definition 7.2.3 The generatoruL/K ofH^{L/K) such that invK {uL/K) = • is called 
j the canonical class o f L / K . 
Proposition 7.2 .4 If F C K C L with L/F and K/F finite Galois, then 
inflK/F^L/FUK/F = [L ： K]UL/F-
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Proof. This is because invF(inflK/F^L/F^x/F) = j ^ 二 invF{[L ： K]uL/F)-^ 
Proposition 7 .2 .5 IfF C K C L with L/Ffimte Galois, then resL/F^L/K • H^{L/F)— 
H^{L/K) is an epimorphism; mfact, resi/F^L/KUL/F = UL/K- Furthermore, for any 
finite extension L / K , res : Br{K) ^ Br{L) is an epimorphism. 
P r o o f . S ince invK( resL /F -L /K^^L /F ) = [ K ： i^ im^p(ui^/_p) = ^ 二 ] 7 ^ 二 i n v / < ( u : / x ) , 
the result fol lows. As n : Q / Z — Q / Z is an ep imorph ism, the second ha l f fo l lows f r o m 
propos i t ion 7.2.1. • 
, I 
• : - • . • • , • _ 
Proposition 7.2 .6 Foranyfimte extension L / K , cor: Br{L) — Br{K) is amonomor-
phism. Moreover, invK。cor = invL- If K C L C M with M/K finite Galois, then 
cor{uM/L) = [L ‘ K]UM/K-
P r o o f . Since res : Bi{K) — B r ( L ) is an ep imorph ism, i t follows f r om i n v / ^ o c o r o r e s = 
i n v x 0 [L : K] = [L :. K]inYK = m v ^ 〇 res t h a t i n v x 〇 cor = i n v : . As i n v : is a 
monomorph ism, so is cor. F inal ly , since invA^cor U M / i ) = p ^ 二 i nvA ' ( [L : K ] u M / K ) , 
we have cor(UM/L) 二 [L • K ] u M / K - 口 
7.3 The Reciprocity Law 
I 
I The ma in theme of local class field theory is the classif ication of the over-f ields of a loca l 
I f ield K by "a r i thmet ic " objects w i t h i n K i tself. A means for doing th is is v i a the local 
I rec iproci ty law - and th is is i ts importance. We shall s tudy th is p rob lem t h o r o u g h l y i n I 
I th is section and chapter 9, and shall accomplish the goal of classification. To prove the i fj 
I rec iproci ty law, we need a famous result due to J.Tate : 
‘ Theorem 7.3 .1 (Tate) Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of local fields. Let 
:.丨 
I UL|K € H^{L/K) be the canonical class. Let 6 : L^ x Z — L^ be the G{L/K)-pairing 
defined by 6{x,n) = x^ f o r x e L^,ne Z . Then the map Qn、L/K : H^{G[L|K),Z)— 
I H^'^^{L/K) given by Qn,L/K^ = ^L/K Ue ^ is an isomorphism for all integers n. 
I 
I P r o o f . Since any subgroup of G{L/K) is of the form G{L/K') w i t h K C K' C L by ) i 
Galois theory and vesL/K^L/K '^L /K = ^L |K ' by proposi t ion 7.2.5, i t suffices to ver i f y 
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t he hypotheses of theorem 5.5.22 for G{L/K) and UL/K- B y p ropos i t i on 5.4.3, we have 
H^L/K) = 0. So e _ i , L / K is an ep imorph ism. B y coro l lary 5.4.2, H \ G { L / K ) , Z ) 二 0. 
Hence G i , L/K is a monomorph i sm. Le t [L : K] = m. B y c o r o l l a r y 5 . 4 . 5 , H^{G{L/K),Z) 二 
Z|mZ is a cycl ic group of order m generated by /<1) 二 1 m o d m Z . B y p ropos i -
t i o n 5.4.14’ we have 9o,L /K(Ac( l ) ) = UL/K Ue /<1) = ( ^ ^ ) * K / x ) 二 l * ~ K = ^ L / K -
However, H^{L/K) is cycl ic of order m generated by UL/x- Therefore Go,L/K is an 
isomorphism. B y theorem 5.5.22, On,L/K is an isomorphism for a l l integers n. • 
1 Corollary 7 .3 .2 (Reciprocity Law) Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of local 
r fields.ThenG\LlK、〜KNNL/KL\ ‘ . 
:: Proof. B y propos i t ion 5.4.16, H - ^ { G { L / K ) , Z ) - G { L ] K y K B y coro l la ry 5.4.6, 
》i H^{L/K) 二 K^ /Ni/KL^- T h e result fol lows f rom theorem 7.3.1 by p u t t i n g n = —2。 
口 . 
I The isomorphism ^L/K ： K^/Ni/KL^ — G{L/K)^^ is called the reciprocity map, 
I The ep imorph ism K^ — K^/NL/KL^ — G{L|KY^ is called the norm residue map, 
:l and we also denote i t by ^L/K- The image of b G K^ in G{L/KY' is deno ted by 
!•, . 
‘ [b,L/K). (b,L/K) is called the norm residue symbol Observe t ha t {b,L/K) 二 1 i f 
‘ and only i f b is a no rm f rom L. 
\ I n the next proposi t ion we consider the functor ia l propert ies of ^ L / K - F i r s t we need 
! t w o lemmas : 
L e m m a 7.3.3 IfF C K C L with L/F fimte Galois, then 
reSi/F^L/K 〇 B - 2 , L / F 二 €)-2 , L /X 0 TeSLIF—LIK 
COTL/K—L/F 0 @-2 , L / K 二 B - 2 , L / F 〇 • L / K — L / F 
Proof. We have to show the fo l lowing diagrams commute : 
H-2(G(L/F),Z) ^ ^ ^ H%L|F) H-'{G{L/K),Z) ^ ^ ^ H ' { L / K ) 
Test/F^L/K reSL/F^L/K COYLIK — LIF COTi^/K^L/F 
st»- 小 ^ 
H-^G{L|KlZ) ^ ^ ^ H\LIK) H-^G{L/F)^Z) ^ ^ ^ H'{L/F) 
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Let ^ G H-^{G{L/F), Z ) . By proposi t ion 5.5.20, we have 
r e S L / F ^ L / K B - 2 , L / F ( 0 = reSL /F^L /K(uL /F U 0 
= r e s ^ / r ^ L / K ^ L / F U^ resL/F_L/K<C 
二 UL/K Ue resL/F^L/K^ 
= e _ 2 , L / K 。 r e s i / r ^ L / K ( 0 ' 
Let C € H'^{G{L/K),Z). B y proposi t ion 5.5.20, we have 
COlL/K^L/F。0-2,L/K(C) = COlL/K^L/F{uL/K ^0 C) 
= c o r L / x ^ L / F ( r e s L / F ^ L / x ^ L / F Ue C) 
•• - - • • 
二 UL|F ^6 COTL/K^L/FC 
•\ 
= © - 2 , L / F 。 C O l L / K ^ L / r i O -
• 
I n the lemma below, 0 : L^ .x Z — L^ is the G ( L / F ) - p a i r i n g given by 6{x,n)= 
x^. 9z ： Z X Z ^ Z and 日哪:Z x Q / Z — Q / Z are the na tura l G ( L / F ) - p a i r i n g s . 
6* : H^{G{L/F),Q/Z) ^ H^{G{L/F),Z) is the connecting homomorph ism induced 
f rom the exact sequence 0 — Z — Q — Q / Z — 0. This lemma shows the i n t ima te 
connection between the no rm residue map and the invariant map. 
Lemma 7.3.4 Let L/F be a finite Galois extension. Then 
X((a, L/F)) 二 irwF— Ug 6^x) 
for character x of G[L|FY^ and a G F^. 
Proof. F i rs t note tha t ^L/F maps 隨 to {a,L/F) and hence K,a = u ^ /F ^e {a,L/F). 
Therefore K,aUe 8,x = [^L/F Ue (a, L/F)) U^ 8^x 二 似 / F U^ ((a, L/F) 1¼ 6^x) = ^L/F U^ 
6,{{a,L/F) U,^/, X) = ^L/F ^e SMv~\{(^.L/F) Ue^,, x)). 
Using the exact sequence 0 — Z — ^ Z — ( ^ Z ) / Z — 0’ where m == [L ： F] and 
proposit ion 5.4.11, we have 6,r|{rj-^{a, L/F) Ug。" x ) ) = t^{mr^-\{a,L/F) U^。," x ) ) = 
m 7 7 - H ( a , L / F ) U〜/z X ) 4 i ) . 
Hence Ka^e^*X = mrj'Hio^^ ^/F) Ue^^^ xW/FU /c(l) 二 rnrf^{{a, L/F) Ue^,^ x)uL/F 




b o t h sides, we have mvpif^aUe 6.x) = r j - ^ { a , L/F) Ue^,, X). B u t by p ropos i t i on 5.5.25, 
(a, L/F) U0Q" X 二 "(X(G<, L / F ) ) . Thus invp( /^a U^ 6,x) 二 x K L / F ) , • 
Proposition 7.3 .5 Suppose F C E C K C L with L/F and K/F finite Galois。The 
functorial properties of the norm residue map are expressed by the following commuta-
tive diagrams : 
1. 
严 > ^ 1 ^ E^ 
I 
^K/F ^K/E ‘ 4. � ’ . 
G[K|FY' _ Z — G{K|EY^ 
where V is the reduced group theoretical transfer; 
2 
. E- NE,、 ^x 
^K/E ^K/F 4^  4' 
G[K|EY' - ^ G{K|FY' 
where i is induced by the inclusion i : G{K/E) — G{K/F); 
3 
. 严 __L_^ 尸 
^L/F ^K/P 
«4^ 小 
G[L|FY' - ^ G{K|FY' 





( . -- . 
, 
1. Consider the diagram : 
F^ — ^ E^ 
K ^ 
4' ^ 
H ' { K / F ) - ^ H%K/E) 
(e_2,K/F)"' (e_2,K/E)-i 
乂 ， 4^  ^ 
H - ' { G { K / F ) , Z ) - ^ H-^G{K/E),Z) 
4^  4^  
G{K/FY' _Z_^ G[K|EY' 
T h e top, m idd le and b o t t o m square commute according to p ropos i t i on 5.4.13, 
l emma 7.3.3 and propos i t ion 5.4.19 respectively. 、 
2. Consider the d iagram : 
E- NE,、 ^x 
K ^ 
>K 
H ' { K / E ) - ^ H ' { K / F ) 
(e_2,K/E)'' |(e_2.K/F)"' 
H-^G{K|E),Z) - ^ H - \ G [ K / F ) , Z ) 
>. 、一 
G(K/Ey' _ ^ G { K / F r ' 
The top, midd le and bo t tom square commute according to p ropos i t ion 5.4.13, 
lemma 7.3.3 and proposi t ion 5.4.18 respectively. 
3. Note tha t yr maps G{L/FY into G{K/FY = G{L/FyG{L/K)/G{L/K). Since 
G{L|Ff and G[L/K) are bo th normal in G{L/F), G{L/FyG{L/K) is n o r m a l 
in G{L/F). Therefore G[K|FY^ ~ G[L|F)|G[L|FYG{L/K) and we see t h a t 
n{a,L/F) = (a, L/F)G{L/K). So we have to show (a, K / F ) = (a, L/F)G{L|K). 
B y lemma 7.3.4, i t suffices to show x ( (a , L/F)G{L/K)) 二 i i iVF(/^i^a U^ S^x) for 
every x ^ G^^F、二 E^G(K/F),Q/Z). 
Let 功 = i n R K / F ^ L / F X ^ H'(G(L/F),Q/Z) - G ^ T ? ) — Let e' be the na tu ra l 
pai r ing L ^ x Z — Z. We have 
X((a, L/F)G{L/K)) 二 ^{{a, L/F)) (see subsection 5.2.1) 
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= m Y F { K , L a U 0 ' 6^^p) ( l emma 7.3.4) 
=inViT(/c^aLVinfl(^*X) 
二 invjT 'mR{hiKa U^ 6^x) (p ropos i t ion 5.5.21) 
= i n v p { K K a Ue S^x)-
T h i s completes the proof . • 
Acco rd ing to d iagram(3) of propos i t ion 7.3.5, we may pass t o the l i m i t over a l l f i n i t e 
Galois extensions of F , and ob ta in the map ^ F ： F ^ — G { F ^ ' / F ) , where F ^ ' is t he 
m a x i m a l abel ian extension of the local f ield F.. We also cal l ¢ ^ the n o r m residue m a p . 
• . 
\ 
Proposition 7 .3 .6 For the norm residue map ^F • F^ — G{F^^/F), we have : 
1. Let L/F be a finite Galois extension and a G i^^. Then ^i^(a) acts trivially on 
L n F&b 订 and only if a € Ni/pL^. ^ 
2. The kernel of^p ^s the intersection of all subgroups of the form N^/FL^ for all 
finite Galois extensions L/F. 
3. The image of^F ⑵ dense in G[F^^|F). 
J. Let E be a fimte separable extension of F. Then the following diagrams are 
commutative : • 
jpx __L_^ E^ E^ NE/F、 ^ x 
<^F ^E <i/E ^F 
G{F^'/F) - ^ G{E^'/E) G{E^'/E) ~ ^ G{F^'/F) 
where V is the reduced group theoretical transfer : G{F^^|F) = G{F''^/FY^ — 
Q(^psep|^yb _ Q(^E^^/E) and i is the inclusion. 
Proof. 
1. We have a G NL/pL^ ^ (a. L/F) = 1 待 ^ F ( a ) acts t r i v i a l l y on L n F^K 
2. B y (1). 
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3. Since ^ p ^ ( F ^ ) U = G、LlF、 for a f in i te abel ian extension L / F , ^ F ( ^ ^ ) , i s dense 
in G、F’F、. 
4. Since G{F^^|F) = l i m G ( M / F f , where M runs th rough al l finite Galois exten-
sions over F , we ob ta in the result upon passing to the l i m i t for d iagrams (1) and 
(2) of p ropos i t ion 7.3.5. • 
Remark 7 .3 .7 By passing theformula oflemma 7.34 to the limit, we obtain x{^F{a))= 
vrwF— U^ 6,x) for every x € H^{G{F''^/F), Q / Z ) and every a e F^。 
• _. . 
• 
Definition 7 .3 .8 AsubgroupofF^ oftheformNE/FE^foranyfimteextensionE/F 
is called a n o r m group. {F^ ： NE/pE^) is called the n o r m i n d e x o f E / F . 
I t is surpr is ing tha t the no rm group of a f in i te extension is the same as t h a t of i ts 
max ima l abel ian subextension : 
Lemma 7.3.9 Suppose that F C E C K with K/F fimte Galois. Then for a € F^， 
a e NE/pE- If and only if (a, K | F ) € G{K|E)G{K|FY|G{K|FY. 
P r o o f . =>: Suppose a 二 NE/pb^b G E\ B y (2) of proposi t ion 7.3.5, we have 
{a^K/F) 二 {NE/Fh^K/F) 二 {bJ</E)G{K/Fr e G{K|E)G[K|FY|G[K/FY^ 
^： Suppose [a,K|F) G G{K|E)G[K|FY|G{K|Fy. So there exists p G G{K/E) 
such tha t (a, K|F) = pG{K/Fy. Since ^K/E : 『 — G { K / E ) / G { K / E y is sur ject ive, 
there exists b G E^ such tha t {b, K / E ) 二 pG{K/Ey. Hence by (2) of propos i t ion 7.3.5, 
we have (a, K / F ) - (b, K/E)G{K/FY 二 (八、/尸6, K / F ) . As ^K/r has kernel N ^ / r l ^ ' , 
there exists d G K^ such that a 二（A^"6)(A^i /F^ )^ 二 Ns/Fib . NK/Ed) G NE/rE^. • 
Proposition 7.3.10 The norm group of any finite extension E/F ts the same as that 
ofits maximal abeltan subextension M/F; that is NE/pE^ 二 ^寧仏\ 
P r o o f . Suppose first tha t E|F is f in i te separable. Then E|F can be imbedded 
in a f inite Galois extension K|F. App l y lemma 7.3.9 to both F C E C K and 
F C M C K. Consequently, for a G F \ we have a G NE/rE^ 公 { a , K / F ) G 
G{K/E)G{K/FY/G{K/FY and a G NM/rM^ ^ {a, K/F) G G{K/M)G{K/Fr/G{K/Fy^ 
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Hence i t suffices to show G{K/E)G{K/Fy = G{K/M)G{K/Fy. Denote the sepa-
rable closure and the abel ian closure of F by F''^ and F^^ respectively. We have 
G{F''^/M) = G{F''^/EnF^^) = G{F''P/E)vG{F''^/F"-') = G{F''^/E)wG{F''P/FY 二 
G { F ' ' P / E ) - G { F ' ^ P / F y . Therefore, 
G{K/M) - G{F''^/M)/G{F''^/K) 
二 G{F''^/E)G{F''^/Fy/G{F''^/K) 







So the statement is proved for E/F f in i te separable. For the general case, let F, be the 
separable closure of F i n E. Since E/Fs is purely inseparable, we have NE/rA^^)= 
F ^ . Therefore N E / p E ^ = N p j F { N E / F E ^ ) = N ^ j p F , ^ = N M j p M ^ . • 
The next proper ty of a no rm group is interesting : 
Proposition 7.3.11 Every subgroup of F^ which contains a norm group is itself a 
norm group. 
Proof. Let H be a subgroup of F^ which contains a norm group, wh ich is of the f o r m 
N M / f M ^ , where M/F is abelian (Proposi t ion 7.3.10). Consider the n o r m residue map 
^ M / r : F^ — G{M/F). I t is a. group epimorphism w i th kernel N M / p M ^ , so there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between the fami ly of all subgroups of F ^ wh ich contains 
NM/rM^ and the fami ly of subgroups of G{M/F). Suppose H maps to G{M/M') 
under this correspondence, where F C M' C M. By proposit ion 7.3.5 (2), we have 
{NM'/pM'^M/F) = [M'^,M/M') = G{M/M'). Thus H = N^'/rM'^ • 
Next we consider the correspondence theorem : 
Proposition 7.3.12 (Correspondence Theorem) For a local field F, the corre-
spondence M H 7VM/_pilJx is one-to-one between the set of all finite abelian extensions 
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M ofF and the set ofall norm groups ofF^. Moreover, this correspondence has the 
following properties : 
1. M l C M2 分 NM,/pM^ D NM,/pM^ 
2. NM,M,/F{M,M^Y 二 (NM"FMn n {NM,/FM^) 
3. NM,nM,/p{M, n M2 )x 二 NM^/pM,^ . Nu,/FM^ 
Proof. B y propos i t ion 7.3.10, the correspondence is onto. Le t M i and M 2 be f i n i t e 
. ' : abel ian extensions of F such t h a t A^Mx / ^Mf 二 NM,/pM^. Le t M 二 M i M s w h i c h is 
a f in i te abel ian extension over F. Under the one-to-one correspondence between t h e 
fami l y of a l l subgroups of F ^ wh ich contains N u / p M ^ and the fam i l y of subgroups 
of G{M/F), NMjpM( maps to G{M/Mi) and NM,/pM^ maps to G ( M / M 2 ) . So 
G ( M / M i ) 二 G(iWyAf2). Thus M i = M2 and the correspondence is one-to-one. 
1. I f M i C M2 and a G NM,/pM^,then (a, M / F ) € G(M/M2) Q G{M/Mi), So a G 
N M , / p M ^ . Conversely, suppose N M , / p M ^ C N M , / p M ^ . I f a G G ( M / M 2 ) , t h e n 
there exists a G M2 such t ha t {NM,/Fa, M / F ) 二 cr. As NM,/FM2 C NM,/rMu 
there exists b G M i such tha t NM^/pa = NM^/pb- So cr 二 ( A ^ / F ^ , M / F ) G 
G{M/Mi). Hence G{M/M2) C G ( M / M i ) and so Mi C M:. 
2. B y the t rans i t i v i t y of the norm, we have NM,M2 /F {M1M2Y C { N M ^ / p M ^ ) f l 
[NM,/pM:^). Conversely, i f a € {NM,/FM^) H (NM^/pM^), t hen {a,MJF)= 
1, I 二 1,2. B y propos i t ion 7.3.5 (3), we have (a, M 1 M 2 / F ) G ( M 1 M 2 / M , ) = 
{ a , M ^ | F ) = 1. So the rest r ic t ion of (a, M 1 M 2 / F ) € G { M 1 M 2 / F ) t o M , is t he 
ident i ty. Thus (a, M 1 M 2 / F ) 二 1 and a G N ^ M A M i M i Y . 
3. The t rans i t i v i t y of the no rm shows tha t N M , / r M i -NM^/pMo C NM,nM2/F {M1 门 
M2)x . B y proposi t ion 7.3.11, N M , / p M ^ • N M , / p M ^ = N M ^ / p M ^ for a f in i te 
abelian extension M^|F. Since NMUpM^ C NM,/pM^ for i = 1,2, we have 
M3 C M” i = 1,2 by (1). Thus M3 C Mi n M2. Aga in by (1), we have 
NM,nM,/F{Mi n M2V Q NM,/pM^ = NM,/pM^ . NM,/pM^ • • 
Definition 7.3.13 If B is a norm group of F^, then there is a unique fimte abelian 
extension M of F corresponding to it. M is called the class field belonging to B. 
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Corollary 7 .3 .14 The norm index of any finite extension E/F divides its degree, and 
equality holds if and only if the extension is abelian. 
Proof. Le t M be the m a x i m a l abel ian subextension of E / F . We have {F^ : NE/pE^)= 
[F^ : NM/pM^) = [M : F]丨[E : F]. Now the o ther assertion is clear. • 
T h e nex t resul t is cal led the translation theorem : 
Proposition 7 .3 .15 (Translation Theorem) LetB be a norm group ofF^ withM 
the class field overF belonging to B. I f E / F is any finite extension, then C 二 A^/V(B) 
is a norm group ofE^ and the class field over E belonging to C is ME. 
、 
Proof. Le t E' be any f in i te extension of E and let M'/F be the m a x i m a l abe l ian 
subextension of E'/F. T h e n we have M C E'分 M C M' <^ NM/rM^ D NM'/pM'^ 分 
B D NE'/pE'^ 分 B 3 NE/F{NE'/EE'^)分 C D NE'/EE'^- P u t E' 二 ME. B y 
propos i t ion 7.3.11’ C is a no rm group. Since ME is the smallest ex tens ion of E 
which contains M , there is no proper n o r m group between C and N M E / E { M E ) ^ . So 
C 二 NME/E{MEY and ME is the class f ield belonging to C. • 
For an unrami f ied extension of a local f ield, the no rm residue symbo l can be g iven 
exp l ic i t l y : 
Proposition 7.3 .16 Let L be a finite unramified extension of the local field K. Let 
F £ G{L/K) be the Frobenius element Let a € K^ and v be the normalized valuation 
onL. Then {a,L/K) = F^^^l 
\ Proof. Le t x be any character of G[L/K). We have to show x ( (a , L / K ) ) = v{a)x[F). 
B y propos i t ion 7.3.4, x [ { c i , L | K ) ) = invx( /^a U^ 5*x)，where i n v ^ = 7 〇 S ' ^ o ^ , ( F o r 
their meaning, see the proof of theorem 7.1.5). B y proposi t ion 5.4.14，Ka U^ S^x = 
(%) * (6 *x ) and so i t is represented by the cocycle ^0(S^x) = G[a, 6^x) = a^'^- Therefore 
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Th is chapter acts as a prerequisite for chapter 9. 
8.1 Definition 
Le t k be a local field. Le t x be a character of the absolute Galois g roup Gk = 
G{k'^^/k). T h e n 6^x belongs to i ^^ (C fc ,Z ) . For b e k\ the na tu ra l pa i r i ng 6 : 
{ k ' ^ p y X Z — { k ' ^ p y gives the cup p roduc t K(b) U^ 6,x ^ H^{k'^^/k) = Br{k). We 
denote invfc{/^(6) U^ S,x) by { x , 6 } . { x , W connects w i t h the n o r m residue m a p by 
remark 7.3.7, wh ich asserts t ha t { x , b } 二 x ( ^ f c W ) . { X - ^ } (or one of several modi f ica-
t ions of th is fo rm) is called a local symbol We w i l l construct some characters so t h a t 
the local symbols become more expl ic i t . 
8.2 The Hilbert Symbol 
Tl ie f irst way to construct character arises f rom K u m m e r theory, and the corresponding 
modi f ied local symbol is called t l ie H i lbe r t Symbol. Let n be an integer p r ime to the 
characterist ic of k. Assume tha t ^ ^ ^ K where / i „ is the group of n - t h roots of 
uni ty. Choose a pr imi t ive n t h root of un i t y ( . Then d ： " n 一 Z / n Z sending C^ to 
m mod n Z is an isomorphism. Let a G k^. Let K = k{a), where a is any n - t h root 
of a. Then K/k is a cyclic extension and ^ ^ G fin for al l a e G{K/k). We define 
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Xa{cr) = l ( j ) ( ^ ) € ( * Z ) / Z C Q / Z . T h e n Xa is a character of G{K/k). Compos ing 
w i t h the canonical p ro jec t ion G^ — Gk/G{k''^/K) = G{K/k), we get a character 
of Gfc, wh ich is also denoted by Xa- Now { x a . b } 二 Xa ( ^ f cW) = i ^ (~(，)) w h i c h 
depends on the choice of C (since 少 does). However (。{知力）二 少“，)depends on l y 
on a and b. ( I t does not depend on a since i f Ca is another n t h roo t of a, t h e n 
^k{b)iCc^) 二 C^k(b){cc) = W(b)(Q)) 
, Ca ~ C'tt — « ). 
Definition 8 . 2 . 1 Let k be a local field as above. The H i lber t Symbol is defined to be 
{a,b) = (n{>^")} for a, b G k \ 
I 
I 
. - ‘ . • • • - ‘ . 
Proposition 8.2.2 The Hilbert Symbol (a, b) has the following properties : 
、 
1. (a1a2,6) = (a1,6)(a2,6). 
2. (a,6162) = (a ,6 1 ) (a ,62) . 
3. (^,b) = lifandonlyifbeNK/kK^whereK = k(o^). — 
4- (a, —a) = (a, 1 — a) 二 1. 
5. (a,6) = {b ,a ) -K 
6. If (a, b) 二 1 for all b G fcx，then a € {k^)^. 
Proof. 
1. B y the bi l inear i ty of cup products. 
2. Same as (1). 
3. lfbe NK/kK\ then (6, K/k) = 1. So (a,6) = ^ ^ 二 ^ ^ ^ = 1. Conversely, 
if (a,b) 二 1, then a == ^fc(b)(a) = ( b , K / k ) ( a ) . As K 二 A:(oO, {b,K/k) = 1 and 
so b G Nx/kK^. 
4. I n K = k{a)^ X^ — a 二 ! ! ^ " :。工 ( ^ — ("^<^). Let d be the largest divisor of n for wh ich 
the equation a 二 y " has a solut ion y G k. Put n 二 dm. Then K is cyclic of degree 
m over k, and the fc-conjugates of X - (^a are e x a c % the terms X - C'a, where 
1 = j (mod ^ ) . Hence X " - a = U t o N K / k { X - C a ) 二 Ny /k { U t o i ^ _ C^^))-
By pu t t i ng X = 0 ,1 and using (3), we get the result. 
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5. B y (4), we have 1 = (a6, -ab) = {a,-ab){b,-ab) = ( a , - a ) ( a , b){b,a){b,-b) 二 
(a ,6 ) (6 ,a ) . 
6. If (a, b) = 1 for all b G k^, then ^k{b){a) 二 a for all b G k\ By proposition 7.3.6 
(3), the image of k^ is dense in G{k^^ / k ) . Therefore G { k ^ ^ / k ) f ix a . Thus a G k^ 
a n d a = a n e ( f c x ) n . D 
Corollary 8 .2 .3 If an element b e k^ is a norm from every cyclic extension of k of 
degree dividing n, then b € {k^)^. 
[ 
‘ I . • , 
. - • 
Proof. By (3), {a,b) = 1 for all a G k\ By (5), we have (6, a) = 1 for all a G k\ 
Then (6) impl ies tha t b G {k^)^. • 、 
8.3 The Differential of the Formal Power Series 
Let F be an arb i t rary field, and let k 二 F ( ( t ) ) be the field of power series w i t h 
indeterminate t. As in example 2.2.6, k has the structure of a complete va luat ion f ield. 
Given an element a 二 E Z i Cn^ of k, we define 普 二 [ 二 n c ^ r - K 
Proposition 8.3.1 The mapping 去:k — k satisfies the followings : 
1. i(aa + bP) = a^ + b f , a j 6 k , a , b e F . 
2. 4- ： k — k is continuous with respect to the valuation topology. 
at 
3. i M ) = f / 3 + c,f. 
人.For an arbitrary prime element t i , we have j^ 二 普.轰.In particular, v ( 普 ) = -m- 1 1 1 
Proof. (1) to (3) are t r iv ia l . For (4), we first show that 乾 = n t " ~ ^ ^ by induct ion . 
Suppose this is t rue for n - 1. Then by (3), we have ^ =贵亡“]+ t ^ g ^ 二 悬尸 ] + 
t{n — l ) r ~ ^ ^ = n t " - ^ | ^ . Now consider the part ia l sum a ^ 二 53二1。„产 of a = 
^ Z r ^ n t - . Then ^ = ^ Z . C n ^ = 2 二 几 。 „ 广 1 崇 = ^ T • t . Since a ^ — a, (4) 
follows f rom (2). • 
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We p u t k' = {a € k | 营 = 0 } . B y proposi t ion 8.3.1 (4), k' is independent 
of the p r ime element t, For P G k and a e k\k', we p u t £ 二 § (尝）。尝 
is wel l def ined since, i f t i is another p r ime element, then propos i t ion 8.3.1 (4) im-
plies f ( t ) _ i = 尝 智 （ 衆 普 广 - 尝 （ 爱 广 . F u r t h e r m o r e , i f a J G k \ k 、 t h e n 
. i ^ - f ( f ) " f ( f ) " - l - H e n c e f ^ ( g ) " . 
We define an equivalence re lat ion 〜 o n k x {k\k') as fol lows : {Pi,ai)〜(/¾, a 2 ) 分 
P^ = P2^' A n equivalence class w i t h respect to 〜 i s called a d i f ferent ia l of k. T h e 
d i f ferent ia l conta in ing (/?, a) is denoted by (5da. We also denote Ida s imp ly by da. Since 
: ( f t , a i ) 〜 ( / 3 2 , ^ 2 ) impl ies (/?/¾,ai)〜（/?^¾, a2) for /5 € k, we may define p{pidai) t o be 
( / 3 " i ) d a i . F o r t w o d i f f e r e n t i a l s f t c b ! i a n d " 2 C ^ Q ^ 2 , w e d e f i n e t h e i r s u m a s ^ c b ; i + f t c i a 2 : 
{ f ] i ^ + p2^) da. I t is easy to check tha t this operat ion is independent of da and 
the representatives of |3idai and P2da2. For a f ixed di f ferent ia l da, any d i f fe rent ia l 
|3dai may be uniquely w r i t t e n as { P ^ ) da. Therefore the dif ferentials f o r m a one-
dimensional vector space over k. 
Let t i be any pr ime element of k. For a G k, we set Res^, {a) = c _ i , where a is 
un iquely w r i t t e n as a 二 5ZS iC „ t? . Res^, (a) is called the residue ofa with respect to 
t i . 
Proposition 8.3.2 The mapping ReSt^ : k — F satisfies the followings : 
1. Rest, (aa + 6/?) = aRest, (a) + bRest, {P) for a , p G k, a, b G F. 
2. Rest^ is continuous, where k and F are equipped with the valuation topology and 
discrete topology respectively. 
Proof. Trivial. • 
Now we set Rest,{Pda) = Rest, [ P j ^ ) - I t is well defined since i f ( P , a ) 〜 ( A , c ^ i ) , 
then 6— = 0、也.The interesting po in t is tha t Resj. (f3da) is actual ly independent of 
“dti "丄 dt\ 
the pr ime element t i . The proof of th is fact can be found in [36]. Therefore, we may 
define the residue of the differential (3da to be Res(/3c^a) 二 Res。(J5da) for any pr ime 
element ti of k. 
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8.4 The Artin-Schreier Symbol 
L e t k be a loca l f ie ld of character ist ic p > 0. For a G k, let a be a roo t of X^ - X -a 二 0 
and let K 二 A;(a). We set p{X) = X^-X so t ha t p{a) = a. For cr G G { K / k ) , a{a)-a 
belongs to Fp. Def ine Xa{c^) = ; ( ^ 7 a - a ) G ( ¾ ) /Z C G / Z for a G G{K/k). T h e n Xa is 
a character of G{K/k). B y composing w i t h the canonical p ro jec t ion Gk — G{K/k), we 
ob ta i n a character of Gk, and is also denoted by Xa. We have p-{Xa, b} 二 p 。 X a ( ^ f c ( ^ ) 二 
^k{h){a) — a wh i ch depends on ly on a and b. 
• I . • 
Definition 8 . 4 . 1 Let k be a local field of charactenstic p > 0. The A r t i n -Schre ie r • .. . . 
Symbo l is defined to be [a, b) = p • {Xa, h} for a G /c, b G k^ . 
、 
Proposition 8 .4 .2 The Artin-Schreier Symbol [a, b) has the following properties : 
1. [ai + a2,b) = [ai,6) + [ao.b). 
2. [a,M2) = [Q<A) + [<^A)' 
3. [a,b) = 0 if and only ifbe Nx/kK^, where K = k{a) and p{a) 二 a. 
4. [a, a) = 0 for all a G k^. 
5. If [a, b) = 0 for allb G k^, then a G p{k). 
Proof. 
1. Let p { a i ) = a i , p{a2) 二 a?. Then p { a i + Q2) 二 a i + a2. So [a： + a 2 , b ) = 
k^{b){ai + a2) — (ai + Q2) = ^ k{b){c^ i) — Q^i + ^ k{b){a2) — 0^2 = [^ i, h) + [a2, 6). 
2. Wehave [a, h^h^) 二 ^ k [ h ^ h o ) [ a ) - a = { ^ k [ h 1 ) o ^ k [ h 2 ) ) { a ) - a 二 ^fc(6i)0I^fc(、）（a)) — 
^k{b2){ct) + ^ k { h ) { c ^ ) - <^  = [a,6 i ) + [a, 62) (since p(^ fc(62)(a)) = a). 
3. I f b e NK/kK\ then {h, K / k ) = 1. So [a,6) 二 ^/c(W(oO 一 ^ 二 (b,K/k)(a)— 
a = 0. Conversely, if [a,b) = 0, then a = ^ k ( b ) ( a ) = ( b , K / k ) ( a ) . As K = 
k{a), (5, K / k ) = 1 and so b G Nx/kK^-
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4. I f a e p ( k ) , then [a ,a ) = 0. Suppose a 癸 p{k). T h e n K ^ k{a) w i t h p{a) 二 a 
is a cycl ic extension of degree p and so NK/k{c^) = a. A p p l y i n g (3), we get t he 
resul t . 
5. I f [a,b) 二 0 for a l l b € k \ then ^k{b){a) 二 a for a l l b e k \ As the image of k^ 
is dense i n G{k^^/k), G{k^^k) f ix a . Thus a e k and a £ p{k). • 
Since k is a local f ie ld of character ist ic p > 0, k is the power series f ie ld k o ( ( t ) ) , 
where k。is a f in i te field of character ist ic p. We have the fo l lowing i m p o r t a n t resu l t : 
, . I ‘ . 
,• -
Proposition 8.4.3 Ifk = ko{{t)) and a G k,b G fcx，then [a, b) 二 f7X/F/(i^es ( a f ) ) . 
•、 
Proof . We first show t h a t i f c = Res ( a f ) , then [a, t) == [c, t ) . W r i t e a 二 E n «n^^ ^ 
En<o ^n t ^ + ao + En>o ^nt^- We f l i s t t reat each summand separately. For t he m i d d l e 
summand, c = Res ( a o f ) 二 Res, { f ) 二 a。. Le t a " = En>o 〜力“and a 二 Y.%.^ [c^"Y ^ 
k. T h e n a" 二 p ( - a ) G p{k). B y the proof of propos i t ion 8.4.2 (4), [a〃，t) = 0. O n the 
other hand, c" 二 Res ( a " f ) = 0. So [a〃，i) = [c",t) 二 0. Since E n < < o ^ n ^ " has f i n i t e l y 
many terms, we can t reat each te rm separately by l inear i ty of Res and the Ar t i n -Schre ie r 
symbol . Le t a' = a_nt_^ n > 0. Now clearly Res ( a ' _ ) = 0, so we mus t show [a', t) = 0. 
We have 0 = [a', a') = [a', a^^i'^) = [a ' ,a_n) — n[a ' , t). Since k。is f in i te and hence 
perfect, we have a_^ 二 工” for some x G k。and so [a', a_^ ) 二 [a、^:”) = p [a ' , x) = 0. 
Thus n[a\ t) 二 0. I f n • 0 (mod p)，then [a', t) = 0. I f n = mp, t hen a' = [xt'^Y = 
p { x t - ^ ) ^ x t - ^ . Hence [a ' , t ) = [ p ( x r ^ ) , t ) + [ x r - , t ) 二 [ x r ^ , t ) . I f m ^ 0 ( m o d p) , 
we are done. Otherwise we repeat the above process. A f te r a finite number of steps, 
we get [a',t) 二 0. Therefore [a , t ) 二 [a' + a。+ a",t) 二 [a'A) + [ao,t) + [a",t)= 
[Res ( a ' f ) , t) + [Res (a。〒），t) + [Res (a〃 f ) , t) = [Res ( a f ) , t) • 
Now any b € k^ has the form b 二 b。f~, where b。is a un i t of k^. Hence [a, b)= 
[a, bo) + r [a , t) = [a, bJ) - [a, t) + r [a , t) = [Res ( a ^ ) , t ) + (r - 1) [Res ( a f ) , t ) = 
Res, ( ^ ¾ ^ ) + (r 一 l )Res, ( f ) , t) = [Res, ( ^ ^ + r f ) , t ) . O n the other hand, 
: R e s ( a f ) , t ) 二 [ R e s ( a M ) . t ) = [Res. ( ^ M ) , t ) = [ R e s , ( ^ ^ + r f ) , t ) . 
So [a, b) 二 [Res ( a f ) , t) for all a G k, b G k^. 
Therefore, i n order to complete the proof, we need to show tha t [c, t) = t r / ^ " /F " ( c ) 
for c e ko. Le t ki = Kil') where p(7) = c. Then L = ki{{t)) is an unrami f ied extension 
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of k. So by propos i t ion 7.3.16, we have the formula {t,L/k) 二 F. Le t q = card(fco). 
Since 7 is a (g^ - l ) - t h roots of uni ty, F ( 7 )三 f mod Vi implies F ( 7 ) = 7 ' - Therefore 
[c, t) = ( t , L/k) (7) — 7 - F ( 7 ) — 7 = 7 ' - 7 = ( 7 ' — 7^ ) + (7^ - 7 ^ ) + . . . + (7^ - 7 ) = 
cf' + c ) + ——h c 二 trfc,,/Fp(c). • 
Corollary 8 .4 .4 Let k = K { { t ) ) , with k。a finite field of characteristic p > 0. If 
b e k^ is a norm from every cyclic extension ofk of degree p, then b G {k^y. 
P r o o f . (3) of propos i t ion 8.4.2 shows tha t [a, h) 二 0 for all a G k. I f b is not a p - t h 
power, t hen f is not ident ical ly zero. Therefore, for any c € K, we can .find a G A; such 
t ha t Res ( a f ) 二 Res^ ( f f ) 二 c. So by proposi t ion 8.4.3, tXk./f^{c) = [a, h) 二 0 and 




Characterization of a Norm 
. . i . 
Group 
、 
T h e theme of th is chapter is to prove the existence theorem wh ich characterizes a n o r m 
group. 
Definition 9 .0 .5 Let X and Y be topological spaces. A map f : X — Y is called 
proper if the inverse image of any compact set is compact 
Proposition 9.0 .6 Let K be a finite extension of a local field k. Then Nx/k : K^ — 
fcx is a continuous, proper map (K^ and k^ are equipped with the valuation topologies). 
Moreover, Nx/kK^ is an open subgroup of finite index in k^. 
P r o o f . Nx/k is continuous by proposi t ion 2.2.11. Let B be a compact subset of k^. 
Then B' 二 B nUk is closed i n Z4. As Nx/k : ^A' — ^ is continuous, N^jf^(B') is closed 
i n UK. So A ^ f c ( B ' ) is compact (since U x is compact by propos i t ion 2.4.2). Since 
t>fc ： k^ — Z is continuous, Vk[B) is compact in Z, and hence i t is f in i te. Therefore 
B is a f in i te un ion of translates of B', and so N'j^{B) is a f in i te un ion of t ranslates 
of the compact set A ^ J 5 ' ) - Thus N ^ 、 B 、 i s compact. Finalty, the rec ip roc i ty law 
k ^ / N x / k K ^ ~ G { K / k y ^ implies t ha t N x / k K ^ is of f in i te index in k ^ . As G { K / k Y ^ 
is f in i te and hence discrete, N x / k K ^ is open in k ^ . • 
Definition 9 .0 .7 The intersection of all norm groups Ni/kL^ for all fimte Galois 
extensions L/k is called the group of universal norms for k and is denoted by V^. 
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Proposition 9 .0 .8 Let K be a finite extension of the local field k. Let Vx and V>k be 
the groups of universal norms for K and k respectively. Then Nx/k^K 二 ^fc-
Proof . Le t ^ G N jqkT^K ' W e have to s h o w 《 G N i j k L ^ for each f in i te Galo is ex-
tension L over k. Now LK is f in i te Galois over K, so V>K Q NLK/K、LKY. So 
？ e NK/k {NLK/K{LKr) 二 NLKfkiJ^KY 二 NL|k(Nu</L[LKY) C N^/kL、Con-
versely, suppose i G T>k. For each f in i te Galois extension L over K, def ine 0 ^ = 
N L / K L X n " 。 i f c ( e ) . T h e n ^ = N i / k i j i ) = NK/k {NL /K { r j ) ) for some rj G L ^ 。 T h u s 
NL /K{ r | ) G ^ L and 80 ¾ is nonempty. B y propos i t ion 9.0.6, each 〜 i s closed i n t he 
compact set N " / ^ ( f ) - ( ¾ | L f in i te Galois over K} satisfies tHe f in i te in tersect ion p rop-
er ty by p ropos i t i on 7.3.12. Hence f l L ^ L is nonempty, say 入 belongs to i t . There fo re 
A € V K and ^ 二 N x / k W ^ ^ K | k ^ K - • 
Proposition 9 .0 .9 For each prime number p, there exists a finite extension kp of a 
local field k such that if L is any finite extension of kp, the map L^ — L^ via raising 
to the p-th power has compact kernel and its image contains V^. 
Proof. I f p + char(A:), we take kp 二 A:(Mp), where /Xp is the group of p - t h roo ts of 
uni ty . T h e n L satisfies the s i tua t ion of section 8.2. I f x e T>L, t hen coro l la ry 8.2.3 
shows t h a t X G { L ^ f . I f p = char(A;), we take kp = k. T h e n L satisfies the cond i t i on 
of section 8.4 and corol lary 8.4.4 gives T>L C { L ^ y . I n b o t h cases, the kernel is f in i te 
and hence compact. • 
Proposition 9 .0 .10 If k is local, then the group of universal norms V>k is divisible. 
Proof. Choose any p r ime number p, al l we need to show is t ha t T>l 二 T>k. Le t 
a G T>k- For each f in i te extension L of k such tha t kp C L , we set 0/二 = {P ^ ^^ I P^ 二 
a and /3 G A^L/fc^^}- Each Q'j^  is f in i te and hence compact. B y p ropos i t ion 9.0.8 
and 9.0.9, we have a G N L / k ^ L Q N L / k { L ^ Y = [ N L / k L ^ Y - Thus a = P^ for some 
P G N i / k L ^ - So each Q'^ is nonempty. Once again proposi t ion 7.3.12 shows t h a t 
{n'L I L f in i te extension of k contain ing kp} possesses the finite intersect ion proper ty . 
As a result, f \ 礼 is nonempty, say e belongs to i t . Therefore: £ G T\ and a = e^ G T>l. 
• 
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Proposition 9.0.11 (Ramification Theorem) 1. Every subgroup offinite index 
in k^ which contains the group of units Z4 is a norm group from an unramified 
extension. 
2. If K / k is finite unramified. thenUk Q Nx/kK^-
3. If K/k is finite abelmn andUk C Nx/kK^, then K/k is unramified. 
Proof. 
1. Le t C be a. subgroup of k^ of finite index wh ich contains Z4, say {k^ ： C) 二 n. 
• ‘ 
het v be the no rma l i zed va lua t ion of k. Under th is ep imorph ism v : k^ — 
Z, C corresponds t o t he subgroup nZ of Z . So C is un ique ly de te rm ined by 
i ts index. Le t K be the unique unrami f ied extension of k of degree n. T h e n 
(fcx ： Nx/kK^) 二 [K : k] 二 n. Fur thermore, p ropos i t ion 2.4.7 shows t h a t -
Uk = NK/k^K C Nx/kK^. Hence we have C 二 NK/kK\ 
2. B y propos i t ion 7.3.16, we have {a,K/k) 二 1 for a G Z4; hence the resul t fol lows. 
3. B y (1), Nx/kK^ = NL/kL^ where L is unrami f ied over k. T h e n p ropos i t i on 7.3.12 
gives K 二 L‘ • 
Theorem 9.0.12 (Existence Theorem) A necessary and sufficient condition that a 
subgroup ofk^ is a norm group is that it is open and of finite index. 
Proof. =^ : Th is is p ropos i t ion 9.0.6. 
4= : Le t C be an open subgroup of finite index in k^. Let B denote the f a m i l y of 
a l l n o r m groups of k ^ . F r o m propos i t ion 9.0.10，we have f l s e / ? ^ 二 队 = 对 . c ) C 
(A;X)(^x:c) ^ c ThusUkn{k^\C) C k^\C C U s e e ( " ) \ B ) - Now B is open and hence 
closed, so {k^\B | B G B} is an open covering of the compact set Uk n {k^\C). So there 
is a. finite subcovering such t ha t Uk H {k^\C) C U L i ( &乂 \战）二 九"\(0【=1 B,). Le t 
B' = n l = i Bi. B' is a n o r m group by proposi t ion 7.3.12. We have Z4 f l [k^\C)nB' 二 0 
and so Z4 门 B' C C. As C and B' are subgroups of f in i te index, so is C Pi B'. Hence 
( C n B')Uk is a subgroup of f in i te index which contains Z4. B y p ropos i t i on 9.0.11 
(1), ( C n B')Uk is a n o r m group. So B' n (C n B')Uk is a no rm group. However, 
B' n {C n B')Uk c ( C n B') {Uk 门 B') c C and proposi t ion 7.3.11 shows t h a t C is a 
n o r m group. • 
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Corollary 9 .0 .13 In order that a subgroup offimte index ofk^ to be a norm group, 
it is necessary and sufficient that it contains U^ for some n. 
Proof . A subgroup of k^ is open i f and on ly i f i t contains UJ^ for some n. • 
Corollary 9 .0 .14 For a local field k, the correspondence M ^ NM/kM^ is an order 
reversing bijection between the lattice offinite abelian extensions ofk and the lattice of 
open subgroups of finite index in k^. 
‘ j _ 
Proof . Comb ine the existence theorem w i t h propos i t ion 7.3.12. • 
. • . 
- • 1 
Propos i t i on 7.3.12 (2),(3) shows t h a t the fami l y of n o r m groups of k^ fo rms a 
f undamen ta l system of neighborhoods of 1, and thus topologize k ^ . Th i s topo logy 
is cal led the norm topology of k\ T h e n o r m topo logy is coarser t h a n the va lua t i on 
topo logy by propos i t ion 9.0.6. We complete k^ w i t h respect to the n o r m topo logy t o 
‘ get P 二 l i m fcx/Nx/kK^ and we cal l P the norm completion of k \ B y passing to 
^ ~ ~ J^ ^^^ -"^"^^- , • 
t he l i m i t , t he reciproci ty map gives us an isomorphism ^ k : k^ — G{k^ | k ) , Acco rd ing 
t o the existence theorem, we have 
Proposition 9.0.15 There is an isomorphism of the completion ofk^ in the topology 
o/ open subgroups offinite index with the Galois group ofthe maximal abelian extension 
ofk. 
Proposition 9.0.16 The norm topology on k^ is Hausdorff. The norm residue map 
^^ ： k^ — G{k"-^/k) is a continuous injection. 
Proof. Le t ir be a pr ime element of k. For posit ive integers m and n, let Vm,n be 
the subgroup of k^ generated by 7r^ and UJ^. As k^ = (7r) x U、and Uk/UJ^ is f in i te 
(since k is finite), the index of V^,n in k^ is f ini te. Corol lary 9.0.13 shows t ha t Kn,n are 
no rm groups. Clearly rim,n ^m.n = { ! } • Thus Vk 二 n ^ A k / f c i ^ x = { i } . Th is proves 
the no rm topology is Hausdorff and ^ ^ is injective. Let H be an open subgroup of 
G{k^^/k). Then H — G{k^'^/L) for a finite extension L over k. B y propos i t ion 7.3.6 
(1), we have ^ k ^ { H ) = N i / k L ^ and so ^ k is continuous. • 
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Now we w i l l generalize coro l lary 9.0.14 for abel ian (not necessarily finite) extensions 
of k. For any abel ian extension L/k, we p u t NL/kL^ 二 n^NM/kM、where M n m s 
t h r o u g h a l l f in i te subextensions of k i n L. 
Theorem 9 .0 .17 For a local field k, the correspondence L ^ Ni/kL^ “ • order 
reversing bijection between the lattice of abelian extensions of k and the lattice of closed 
subgroups in fcx. The quotient group k^/Ni/kL^ is isomorphic to a dense subgroup in 
G{L/k). 
P r o o f . F i r s t l y we note t h a t N x / k L ^ is an intersect ion of closed subgroups, so i t is 
c l osed i n f c x . B y p r o p o s i t i o n 7 . 3 . 6 ( l ) , w e have iVx, / ,L^ - H A ^ ^ ^ ' { G { k ^ ' / M ) ) 二 
\ | r - i {G{k"-^|L)). Suppose L i and L2 are two abel ian extensions of k such t h a t A^Li/fc^i 
: N L ^ Then ；^；^  { G { k ^ ' / L ^ ) ) 二屯：1(0(厂。712)). Since G { k ^ ' / L , ) , G { k ^ ' / L 2 ) 
l ie i n ^ k (fcx), we get G { k ^ ^ / L i ) 二 G( fc^VL2) . Now Galois theory shows t h a t L i 二 L : 
and we proved tha t the correspondence is inject ive. Let C be a closed subgroup of k^. 
• T h e topologica l closure ^ ^ ( C ) of ^ fc (C) is the intersect ion of al l open subgroups H i n 
G{k^^/k) w i t h ^ f c ( C ) C H. I f a G C, then ^k{ct) acts t r i v i a l l y on the fixed fields of these 
H. Hence a € nMN_M^ = Ni/kL^, where M corresponds to H and L is the f ixed 
f ie ld o f ^ f c ( C ) . On the other hand, i f a G N L | k L ^ - n M A ^ M / A : M \ t h e n >][^ fc(a) € ^ k { C ) . 
So there exists a sequence {xn} Q C such tha t limn—00 ^fc(^:n) 二 ^fc(oO. B y proposi-
t i o n 9.0.16, ^fc is continuous and inject ive. Therefore a = l inin^oo Xn G C (since C is 
closed in k^ and hence complete). Thus we get C 二 NL/kL\ 
For the order reversing and the lat t ice correspondence, we have to show : 
1. L i C L2 4^ N i j k L l 2 N L , / k L ^ -
2. N L M , { L , L 2 r = {NL^ /kL^ ) n { N L , / k L ^ ) . 
3. NL^nLML1nL2r 二 NL"kL; . NL,/kL^. 
For (1) and (2), the proofs are simi lar to those of proposi t ion 7.3.12. For (3), we use 
a modi f ied version of proposition 7.3.11 ： Every closed subgroup of k^ wh ich contains 
a no rm group is itself a norm group. Here norm group means N L / k L ^ = ^ M N M / k M ^ . 
Then the proof follows direct ly f rom tha t of proposi t ion 7.3.12. Final ly , w r i t e G{L/k) 
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